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False·.firealarms·
·plague 'XaVieF··:dorms
for us. The majority of the students
Bowen attributes · the decrease: to
are not to blame," yet they are suffer"a much sterner stance: we: took
Since: the beginning of the spririg ing for it." · ·
..
toward the problem and the: Safety
semester; Xavier has experience4. no ·
The nuisance affects· more areas · Assistllnce program. The program'
less than n ·fire alarms: ··five: in than. the Xavier campus. When an
was staned to cut down on vandalism
Kuhlman, four in Brockman and tW-o alarm is activated; Cincinnati law reand false alarms ... We: had someone
in Husman. The four in Brockman· quires three engine companies; two
monitoring the halls .to watch· for
resulted Jrorri students playing ladder. companies and one district
trouble.- They didn't begin work untillO:OO p.m.''
pranks such as lighting fireworks iri- . chief to answer the alarm if they are
doors and setting a garbage can on available. According t() Lieutenant · After a year and a half, the: pro·
gram was .dropped in 1982 due to
fire, causing the smoke detectors to . Tom Rave. of Fire Station #9 (at
activate. The Kuhlman arid Husman Reading and Paqdoc~ Roads), ·21. budget cutbacks. Xavi~r has no com:
alarms were activated as. pranks. ·firemen answer the alarm.
parable: program.
Sullivan and Marion Halls have: .had
"There are a total of 160 men in
Although the: problem with pranks
•. no alarms;
.
.
'fire suppression: here: in Cincinnati.
has become evident to most Xavier
Director of Residence Life:'· Lauric:
Now, you get 21 men out there: and
residence hall students, solving the .
Thomas, Brockman: Hall. Director that's one eighth .of the: city's'forcc:.
problem is not an easy task. Rave
Gwen· Sloan and Kuhlman Hall The biggest problem we; face: is if · noted that "the problem will be solv·
something ·somewhere: c:lsc: does hap~- ed.most successfully by peer pressure.
Director Maureen Lafferty· agreed
that the major·problem•.with the
pen while we~rc: ·there:, we: aren't
They've already heard our talks in
· pra!lks is potenti~l danger~· .
·
available. for . it," · Rave said. The
grade school;· and we: just don't have
.. . . . . . average cost.of the fire: department's
the inf1uence peer pressure does.'' .
.Thomas.· believes that ., 'there· must·
•Whe~..an ~!arm. is_ activa~c:d/ml!-(lf .', ~rvi~e.S.for. a' ~ii.)gJc;· ~n ·. i~Jl~OO .~ . .:
stliderits fcmain inside:: •~.It's a q~:~es· ' The.: fr~quericy~~o£:~h( alatins,..ag~ ... be students.~ho,kn()~/whojs respon· .
. .··.·. tio.ri: of the:·. c:\'):; "'~~;.~~~dr~fu~:!~·,_;{t.j~:-#\!~te~:,~*J~~·: ;~g~~~rS·,:/J :It,~doc:sn:t ·;c siblc,c fot·: thiS .. :,W:e:~e..will!ng" t.o ·.do i ·
· · s~udents hear an··alann go :off·and as~<··· really::.qtaJte :the •guys: Jiappy/ Hey. •
invcsdgations·lf 5omeone liears or ·
has information abOut who is pulling·
'Why do lnecd to get out~ It's never . they'll ·give their'. aU in a real
. •••• S8turd•Y· Alao.
.were .a......... .
afire ... ' sothey~tayinside,''-noted emergency, ·Buf'on silly problems
the·alarrns.·We wantto.stop this as
. helped ·fund the· toumament, and·
Thomas. The danger of a 'real fire -is. and stuff like that - like Kuhlman
much as the students do,'' she: said.
.
_
.
·doneted 80 T·shlrts..
- Kevin Veeneman of the lntraniurals department said, "For those
always present during. an alarm. ·
.Hall when the kids don't even get
If students pay attention to new
:klde who. played b•aketb•ll l•st Saturday, scoring one basket
.Thomas stressed that students out of the way,- they're: walking
people wandering in dorms at any
equ•ted to the feeling our (Xavier's) pl•yers get when winning the en·
ti~e. the culprits may be: caught.
violating visitation hours will not be: around with heavy coats and about
tire ••••on."
·
written up if they are seen leaving the 90 pounds wonh of equipment and . Husman Hall Director Ed O'Brian
rooms because of an alarm. However,
peop~e are. every\yhere · ~ it gets ·ag·
suggests, ''Students should become .
students who s~ay in the rooms after gravatiilg. Theirtempers can get a lit·
aware of who. is in the building. You
know, after an ·at:um, look down the
an alarm sounds. will be "dealt with _de testy," co~mc:nted Rave.
accordingly."
The noise and disturbances which
hall or check out the window and see
Another danger includes the: come wit;h .a.fire alarm also disturb· if there's someone running away,"
neighboring homes. "Let's face: it,"
he said.
possibility· of someone. falling.
"We're talking about waking in· .Thomas said . "If you lived in the:
. Xavier campus security is also
ebriated people up - the possibility
neighborhood, you wouldn't warit to
working to put a stop to the false
.
.
of tripping or huning themselves· is
see .. fjre trucks pulling · up c:vc:ry
alarms. Sergeant Michac:l Couch of .
BV KATIE HUNTER campus security noted tl}at one per··
greater. It is a serious, serious situa· · night."
Newa Reporter
tion and we need to discover who is
·Compared to the: University of 5on or one group may be· largely
Jim' ·Haitz, senior class president
This year's senior Class gift, an on·
doing it," said Thomas. .
Cincinnati, Xavier's fire alarm pro·
responsible for the nuisance. "The campus pub, has received mixed
and co-chairperson of the Senior
While most studc_nts are angry
blem is proponiorially larger. UC
alarms are more consistent now: They
Class Gift Committee, expressed cer·
reactions from the senior class.
at whomever is responsible, the
tainty that the committee will meet
houses about 210Q students in six · tend to go off at the same times and .
Although the actual cost and toea·
dorm.itories, compared. to about 850
the same days."
Residence Life staff is vehement.' "I
tion of the pub have not yet been · the .$20,000 goal, although that
always make an effon not to be: plea·
students in three main campus dorms
The fire. depanment has not .been
determined, the Senior ·Class Gift . would only be ''a.really good start for
sant during an alarm, because I.want (not including Marion and Corilliam
able to get any information concern··. Committee has raised over $15,000 . the pub." Because the funds will be
to get the message across that'this is .House) '(oi Xavier. ·According to
ing those. responsible:, either. "It's
in pledges· for the pub. According to collected over the: next three years,
construction should begin in 1986.
not a .pleasant experience. We waQt
Frank Bowe!J, director· of residence
very hard to prove:. We: never get any .Steve Gehlert, director of alumni
Haitz said the pub would have ''more
to get. them out safely,'',):affc:ny· . development at UC, the rate: of false
straight answers as to who they think
relations, this fund raising project will
of a rustic atmosphere" and be ~·a
said. .
.
. alarms has fallen to less than ten this
did it. Thc:l'e again, you nc:c:d student
make an all-time record for donations
·.Sloan--a:ddc:d~ "We arc:.n"t" 'year. "In the last three years~ we've
support to hc:lp put the presure on
sociable-type place .."
to "the university,
heanlc:ss. ·we're never sure: if it'·s real · reduced our false alarms across camand turn these people in. Otherwise,
This year's senior. class is trying to
Haitz said that the: meetings of the
or not real. .. This is very frustr~ting
pus by, I'd say80 P,ercent,''
he said.
it won't
get corre~ted," noted Rave:.
raise from $20,000 to$25,000 for the
.
.
Senior Cla5s Gift 'committee were:
pub, which will probably be: located
open to all and were advertised on
in the·Games Room. There: may be a
signs around ·campus. Any interested
stairWay from the: Grill to the pub.
.
.
.
senior was free to come and vote on
Gehlc;rt said the: pub should be ''a
·
·
the gift.
nice comfortable:; warm place"· with
BV ELLEN GEISS
ensuing discussion, the statement is
tributi:d their views to the statement.
a stage: for live shows, a jukebox and
. New• Rep11rter
undergoing final improvements and
·To :be effective, the statement
However, several seniors ~xpressed
.Compilation ·of Xavier's Mission finishing touches before: submission
must be: an equal mixture of spec~fic~. a nice bar. He stressed that the more
dissatisfaction. Pete Koch said,
Statement, a philosophical prodama- to the Board ofTrustees,'which will.
and generalities. "We're trying to ·money collected, the: bigger and. bet"Come 30 years from now, I don't
ter the: pub will be ..
tion of. Xavier.' s idc:mhy, is under- vote on its approval.in May.
'
make. it as idealistic and as realistic as
want to see my· name ori a plaque in a
Xavier President Rev. Charles Cur- · run-down pub.'' He also felt that
way. The documentwill·be ava"ilable
,"" The'Mission Stiuemerit prodaims
p.ossible.': state:~ Fr. Currie.
rie, S.J. said, ···we: need something S100 ·was a lot to ask for a pub,
. to students and faculty this spring. .
"who we arc: and what we:re trying to
like a pub,'' - a good gathering
Incentive for the:. composition of ,•' do as Jesuit university,". exP,lained
The' practical significance of the
though he"wouldn't mind if it were
Mission Statement will lie jn ·its role· place for students, faculty and staff.
· · this document came.aftc:r Or. David Fr. Currie. Since this identity means
for . something worthwhile.'' Koch
He also mentioned that it is "imporas a basic planning document for
O'Brien lectured .here in 1982 oil· . different things .to· many people, it
thought the committee should have
tarit that the senior class be able to. offered to pay for· pan of the $20
- · Jesuit ·higher education, according to
has been a "challc:hging task" .to put . Xavier. "It should have bearing· on
choose what they want to give the .
_, Xavier President Rev. Charles Curinto writing all the beliefs of those: in-: :. how we operate as a university," Fr~
-cont.· on page 2
university.''
... ries;· S.J. After m'?re "t~an a year of volved·. Over. 200 people: have con- ' Currie said.
BY COLLEEN BACK
N•w• Reporter

the

Senior· class gift
stirs. c.ontroversy

XU ·complies. ·Missioo Statement

a
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Thursday, March f-·
CALENDAR CUPS
Resume Development- Fordham Room, 1:00 p.m.
Business Career Series- Terrace Room, 5:30p.m.
Theta Phi Alpha_:_ Fordham Room, 6:30p.m.
Interviewing Workshop- Regis Room, 8:00 p.in.

Friday, March 2
CALENDAR CLIPS
XMBA Luncheon- Faculty-Guest Dining Room, University Center, 11:30 a.m.
.
. .
Cincinnati Electronics - 'Mezzanme, Umversuy Center, .
11:30 a.m_,
·
· ·
.
Amnesty International- Dorothy Day House, 1:00 p.m.
Sale of third world arts and crafts.
Central American Task Force--::- Dorothy Day House, 2:00
p.m. .
.
.
Pax Christi _:_ Dorothy Day House, 3:30 p.m.
Beach Party-. Grill, 9:00 p.m.-1:oo a.m. Beach attire
required.
·

Saturday, March 3
MEDIA STUDY WORKSHOP
Xavier will host a media study workshop to focus on how ·
peacemakers can usc print, audio and vi~ eo media ·forms to
spread the word. The seminar will be held in the Cash Room
ofLogan Hall, 9:00a.m. to 4:00p.m., free with XU I.D.

· ·rhursday, March .1,1984

Xavier News - ·

M~~!r~~~:~a~~E

will be held .at the Netherland Plua:'
Hotel. For more information call 74S-320L
. ·

·;:;TU8Selay:, I\IIBfCh..6 '

COLLEGE REPUBLICANS
~
. Xavier's College Republicans will hold an extremely impor- 1
.J: -tant meeting. at 7:30p.m,. in the Regis Room.
CALENDAR CLIPS
.
.
XMBA Lur,cheon.- Faculty-Guest Dining Room, University Center, 11:30 a.m.
·
CALENDAR. CLIPS
.Piano Rehearsal- Theatre, University Center, noon.
Workshop --:- "The Role of Art in ·Educating the Black '"Rifle Team Dinner- Terrace Room, 6:30.
Community," 6:00~9:00 p.m. in the University CenterTerWomen's Basketball vs. Akron, Away, 2:00 p.m.
race Room.
·_ .
·.
·
~t. Vincent D.ePaul ..:., 'Dorothy Day House; 6:15 p.m.
.

!~~~~!.,~ March 4

Wednesday-,- March 7

. Sodality Meeting :.__ Facplty-Guest Dining Room, Univer· , _ CALENDAR CLIPS
... _ .
.
.sity Center, 10:00 p.m.
; ,. . , Earthbread '-T; Dorothy. Day Hous~. 4:00p.m ..
~· ··~ "<

;'

.

.-

Classical Pi~no Series - Theatre, Unlve~sity Center, with .
Michael Boriskin, 2:30.p.m;
Community Orchestra Concert - Theatre, · Unive!sity
Ceni:er, ·7:00p.m.

.•
.
. .
SECONDARY EDUCATION STUDENTS; .
. · Those students planning· to student teach during .the fall
semester 1984 orthe spring sem~ster 1985 must complete an
application. for Stl1dent -teaching before March 31. · Applications can be obtained from the .Teacher 'Education Office,
Alter·l4.
_ .
.
CALENDAR. CLIPS.
This p~li~y reflects a change ~here pr~viously student
The Worid Federalist Association will meet at 7:30p.m. -iri . ·
teachers applied orily one semester in ~dvance. _ . ·
·
the Dorothy Day House.

Monday, March ·5 -

J:ditor: Sought.

Gift
-from page 1 ·

.

underclassmen, . but ")uniors and
the grill.:' He feels that Xavier does ·
·million university capital improveseniors are usc;d to the campus and. ·not neesi an on-campus pub. _
ment plan receiuly revealed.
According to Dr. Arthur Shriberg·;want to get off ·campus on the ·
Arline Ott, a senior, said the pub
vice president for student· developwas "a: good idea" but noted that weekends·." She also pointed out
the commuters also want a study · that the pub would not have at- . mei:tt, a requested 'pledge of $100 is··
not unreasonable-.because the comlounge. When asked if she would tracted her. The first she heard of-the
mittee. _asks for only $15 this year, $3 5.
• have used the. pub, she . replied Gift Commiite_e was thdund~raising
next year:and'$50 the third year. "A.
"probably not/'... ... . .._ ..... ·.lettc;r. .. •:..:..
· ...... ,,· ..
hundred dollars will look a lot less to
, Senior· Cheryl Freeman said the
Another 'se~ior.. Mark Ryan, · a working person than to a student," ·
pub may be a gooa idea for the
pointed out that"they se_rve beer in
he said.

.

,Applications are still being
accepted .for th~ ·position .of
f)ditor· of -the· Musketeer, ·xavier's
· yearbook,. for ~ 984-SS.Infor- ·
·_nt-ti,qr-:~~l·agplyi,r;~g:i~-.-aviiil.ableLat the Information Desk.
._,

Paid summer vacations, part o·ne
The Career Planning & Placement CINCINNATI • Cincinnati Park
front, assistant camp director,
office has accumulated a number of Board.
.· business . manager, director and
brOchures and flyers announcing ·. · Working with children from ages · counselors.
summer positions throughout the five to l3 ·in various city parks ·
United Stafes. This article is the first
throughout the city.
LANCASTER, ·K-Y. • Christian Ap·
installment of a two part series conpalachian Project.
cerning summer employment. To.
Visitation with poor fanlTiies
·CINCINNATI- Home City Ice ..
fa&ilitate students' job searches, ·CP&P
throughout
Eastern Kentucky.
Route sales p~si~ions.
~?as t/itlided position opportunities
BELLEFONTAINE, OHIO • Camp
mto four geographical regto11s:
Easter Seal.
·
Eastern, Midwestern, Southern and CINCINNATI- General Electric Co.
Engineering, computer· programWestern. Additional information,
Camp counselors with physically
ming and finance positions.
disabled individuals.
·
· including application procedures,
can be found in the CP&P office.
CINCINNATI-IBM CofP.Oi'lltion. · SANDUSKY, OHIO· Cedar Point.
Internships in the . marketing
Hosts and hoste5ses; ticket takers,
This first installment highlights
laundry, life guards and various
those opportunities {it the department.
attendant~.
MidU(estern and Southern regions:
CINCINNATI • Massachusetts
MANSFIELD, OHIO • Camp
Mutual.
MIDWESTERN
Walhondi~g. .
_ .
. ..
Ten-week
insurance
internship.
CINCINNATI • Truancy Guidance
Counselors, water front staff, kit· .
Program of Cincinnati Experience.
CINCINNATIAND OTHER OHIO c~en. staff and a nursing. position.
. Posi~ion involves tutoring and givCITIES • Federal Positions. · ·
mg gu1dance to truant youths in one
Summer positions with a variety of MACKENAC ISLAND, MICHIGAN
of several local schools.
federal agencies. Positions include • Mumay Hotel.
Positions. as cooks, bartenders, .
clerical, lab technicians, computer
CINCINNATI • Hastings/Clayton/ · operators, ··park aids~ ·accounting housekeepers, desk clerks and
Tucker.
waitresses.·
. Managerial position responsible for technicians, social work and others.
SOUTifERN
hiring and training a staff of 15·20
FLORIDA ~ . Old Cou~try/Busch
sales personnel, dealing with theatre VARIOUS CITIES IN OHIO • Great
Rivers Girl Scout Council.·· .
merchandise.
. ·
Positions as lake directors, program · ·
Dancers, singers, mus1c1ans, ac·
COVINGTON I ERLANGER • directors~ unit leaders, -business
tors, variety artists, technicians arid
· managers and unit counselors ..
Marydale.
stage managers are needed;.
Various · positions from co~k to·
riding instructor. Also openings as- DAYTON OHIO • Buckeye Trails
FLORIDA ~ W;alt Disney•
·
financial supervisor and computer Girl Scout Council.
World/College Program.
Positions for kitchen staff, water
camp coordinator.
.
Leisure .industry experiences.

Gardens.
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''Grudge. Match''
Of The Year!
Xavier News ·staff
VS.

-Student Government
·Association
.,,~ .... .Volleyball. Match , ._., ..
Friday, March 2
! .

_. _. _ _ 2.-oo p.m.

·O'Connor Sports Center
Winning ieam will fake on Xavie(f3 Student Development
Department in a yet-to-.:be-det~rmi17ed athletic: contest. .

All members of the Xavier. ·.

}Yews. sta~f and SGA. welcome
to_. play.·
-·. . ..

~

.' . . '

..

.

.

Xavier News
·.-;·.·,

1:

Clifton~~ newest ·club

./

, ~~BB forced. to cUf'bUagef.

-.

:turns·~ool J¥~- ..

...:..:.• ..

.,i

··-· ·av .il~fAiif ·· ·

Shriberg, .vice preside~t of stud~nt orga~ization add~ up to a lot of
development, did not ask for any money pretty quickly," Lucci ·said.
Xavier's administration has asked
specific. 'amount of money to be ' Lucci also stated that those clubs
for budget cutbacks' in all of its
returned, but he did say that he did which were given a very small
departments, including the Student
some "arm twisting" to keep this amount of moneyto begin with were
Activities Budget Board (SABB), in. · volunteer effort honest.
· ·
not asked to return any money. Jn
order to trim the university's budget ·
The board, which allocated money this way, both large and small
this ·year. This step is one way in
to all of the university's student clubs organizations were able to keep ·
which Xavier's ·administration 'feels
and organizations, has asked for operating.
that it can maintain a balanced
money. back from these organizabudget.
tions. Bill Lucci, director of student
About $6000 has already been
The SABB, as part of the Departactivities, stated that the amount of returned to the university's general.
ment of Student Development, was
money taken back was spread evenly account by SABB. This leaves the
asked to return all possible .nonatnong the organizations. "Fifty board with slightly over $2000 or
committed money. Dr. Arthur
dollars from almost every club or · emergency money in its budget.
New• Reporter

Spielberger discusses stress
BY ANNETTE__RECEVEUR
New• Reporter

Dr. Charles D. Spidberger, pro•
.fessor of psychology and director of
the Center for Research in Community Psychology at_ the University of
South Florida, spoke on the subject
. of stress management last Friday in
the XU Theatre. ·
Spielberger led the audience ·
through a brief history of stress
·research, comparing a stressful situatiori .·to a confrontation· between a
_-·caveman and a saber-toothed tiger;
He noted that in many instances "we·
can't run away from the sabertoothed tigers that are chasing us."
· He illustrated' how people may
.. adapt to stressful situations through
the General Adaptation Syndrome
(GAS). The GAS involves three steps.
The first is the alarm stage. In-this
stage, one is introduced to stress and
•reacts by mobilizing for "fight or
flight. ••
: The second. stage is the stage of·
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resistance, in which one copes with
A" personality and said that he or
the situation but is "running the she is one who wants to be effective,
biological machinery at· an acsuccessful and in control. Spielberger
celerated rate." The final stage is a pointed ·out that .rriost people who
state of exhaustion in which the body
have these characteristics like them;
can no longer cope with the stress and
thus,. it is not easy to change these
may give way to heart attack or even
traits .
<leath. ·
Spielberger hl!,S also found that
In his slide presentation; women are better able to hold in
anger, a stress-producing emotion,_
Spielberger showed how a stressprod.ucing situation ("stressor") than are men.
Spielberger spoke about his stress ,
leads to a strain which in turn can
management program, called "Livlea<l to anxiety ..
Using an example, an air taffic
ing Well in Tampa," which consists
controller--who was found to be more of five weekly workshop sessions at a
anxious when there was less air traffic' participating company. The techniques for coping with stress include
than at the times when he was busy,
didactic interaction, training, preparSpielberger noted that the most iming ''stress logs,'' and practicing cop,
portant element that enters into the
way people handle stress is how they .ing with stress.
· Spielberger is internationally
perceive pressures.
·
known for- his work in the mea5ureSpielberger noted that in his
research he has found a certain type . ' ment of anxiety and development of
of person who is more prone to ex- stress-management·· procedures ·that
are employed by both clinics and .
··· perience sue~ than others. He referbusinesses.
·
·
red to this type of person as a "Type

CBA Building-Nieporle~'Commons
· 2-4 in- the afternoon ;· . ·
Open to Xavierarid·area college.students · ·•and teachers: concerning .1984 Summer Programs
· in:--·

Avignon,,France .·
Bogota, Colombia
·Strobl, Austria ..
Mancheste(,. England
R·efreshmerJ,ts · -- ."

Slides, ·Displays, etc.

, _._ ::. v--···

.

Senetors.are (left to right)- Front row: Tara Coyt, John Helbling, Mlchelle.Beckham; Second row: John Daley, Joe
Coughlan, Jim Hansen, Ed Morales, Tony Jones; Third row: Andy Butz, Noreen Sullivan, Todd Brennan, Ken Kiley,
Mimi O'DonneJI. Standing In the beck row ere Jerry Goodwin, legislative vice president, Tony Bramer, treasurer,
Lou Velasco, SGA president~
' ·

·__ Seoate Update---~---~
BY JOE COUGHLAN
Senator

(513)

821~2288

.

.

.

Come.· Visit Our center
·. 771_g_ ._Rea_ding R_o_·_a__d._
Clncli1nati, OH 45237

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

.

.. ·

· ,.

· ·

. Cl_~sse~ :begin first ·~eek ~

..................----.....--..........

. - : For 1nform1tlon Ab~ut Other Centers · •
. In More Th1n 105 M•Jor _us Cities & Allrold

..

.···

"';--

· In. March;

.Outside NYState CALL TOLLFIEE:.I00~223-1712 '

L.

~:·.·

·

-2/23/84 meeting was called to
order with 12 senaiors present.
President Lou Velasco stated that a
sufficient amount: of credibility must
be. added to the election process 'in
· !>rder to get.moi'e people involved.·
.· Jim Lacey arid Molly McGonagle
were-nominated to chair the elections
· board anhe request ~f Velasco.
..
Senate allocated $1480 to send 16
senators, five executive officers and
six class officers to the Hi~am Coll~ge.
~orkshop. _
_ ·
·
Dr. Arthur ·shriberg, vice ·presi-

dent lof student development,·
answered questions concerning last .
week's. blackout and a meeting with
students in the near future to discuss
student problems and concerns.·
.. Tim Brown, chairman of the Student Activities Council, asked for
$150 for the annual Eas.ter Egg Hunt
· and $310 for the Flon<Ja party cosponsored _by the freshman class. .
Ed Morales asked for $121 to be used
~ for refreshments at the basketball
tournament for the handicapped on
. Febr~ary 25: The request was
unammously passed .

Noreen Sullivan reported on the progress of the Book Buy-Back
Committee:
John Daley of the Food .~o~mittee
talked ·about the posstbthty of
establishing an alternative meal
ticket plan in· the cafeteria.
Todd Brennan of the Legislative
Action Committee reported that_i:he
national drinking age bill has not
progressed_ to· the House Rules Com-.
~ittee yet.
This week's Senate-meeting will be- ..
held in the Terrace Room on Thursday at 3:30p.m.
·

.,.. 4

on

other, campu•e•·"

Job outlook Improving

Aaveer N_ews

-Xavier will participate in/ ee~~~r,cltion- of
Women's History We8klJ1 :Ma.rch · ,

WASHINGTON (CP) - Although
this year is considered to be a slow
BY KAY MURRAY .
recruiting year for new graduates,
Newa Reporter
Changing Times magazinC:s annual
survey of jobs for new graduates
Xavier faculty . members . and
discovered more than 100 companies ·
and government agencies with job students will · take part in· the
nationally-celebrated . Women's:openings. According to the survey,
History Week Ma_rch 6 through lO. 'A
published by Kiplinger Washington
film festival, faculty colloquium and
Editors, Inc., campus recruiting has
·slowed drastically as a result of the
trip·io the Cincinnati Art'Museumto
past recession. Of the companies · view the work. of women artists- are
polled, 30 percent plan on hiring
among events .planned which will
focus on some'" of . women ''s ac·
more graduates this year than they
·
did last year.
· complishments historically,. in the
arts and in literature.

Professor solves murders
·with flies.····
''
NEW YORK (CP) · A University
of Illinois:'at Chicago entoptologist
has given expeit,'.testim011y·:.that ·
hclped·'Jead to)O ·murder co~vic~
tions .. Omn~ magazine reponed in its-·
February ':issue. that Bernard
Greenbeq~;,.,the university's fly expert, says that flies are the first' investigators at the scene of a crime. He
begins his detective work when police
bring him flies from the scene of a
crime. ''There are country flies and
urban flies," Greenberg said. · "If
you find country flies on a body in
the inner city, you can assume the
body was moved."

Prof develops 'real love' test
NEW YORK (CP)- Harold Bessel,
a University of California
psychologist, says h'e has a test that
can help one to discern between love
and infatuation. Real lo_ve, he says,
has two separate but equally important parts: romantic love, or what's
popularly as .,chemis,try; .,and · emo-.
tiona! maturity._ "We all dream,"
said Bessel.
·

Calif. prof hosts bad writing
-contest
SAN JOSE, Calif. (CP) - The third
annual Bulwer-Lytton Fiction contest
of ~ad writing has begun to accept
entnes for this year's competition
headed by English . Professor Scott
Rice. There is no real starting date for
the contest but the entry deadline has
been set for the never-to-beforg?t!en April15. Rice, after already
recetvmg 100 of the masterpi,eces,
averaging around one line, said,
"We are looking for writers with the
wrong stuff."

The teacher and the,fly?
~no,. Mich. (CP} - English and
soctal scaences teacher Michael Messinger has been suspended without
pay because of reports that he allowed a student to eat a fly in class. The
teacher. said that he once told .his
pupils that they should· '-'eat what
~hey kil.l" as part of hunting safety
mstrucuons.

Students prefer dead to .co·
ad
·
LEXINGTON, Va. (CP). Students
at Was~ington and Lee University are
determmed to uphold the univer~ity's 235 ~ear,old traditions by bringmg neckues back to the classroom
and keeping women out. Bob Genivein, head of the student exe~utive
committee, said the university has
been known as an . old-fashioned
sc~ool for southern gentlemen and a
stiffer dress code . and resistance to ..
pressure to admit women
u~d~rgraduates would help maintain
. thiS tmage. Some bumper stickers' on
campus read: "Better Dead than Coed."
·
·
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According to Dr. Mary__ DeShazer
of Xavier's English deparu'l~e~t,· who
has helped ~organize the events,
Women's History Week will include
political and aesthetiC' events by.
women's groups.locaily, thro~ghout
the nation and, oh.March.8, lnternationa! Wome~'~Day, throughout the
·world.
·
· - ,, .
The film· festival here will include
one film daily from Moriday, March 5
·through ~Frid~y •.. March 9 .. Among
those to be shown are: The Artist ~IZ(
·~ ··~
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Woman: which traces women fine public.
artists through the ages; Milsuye and·
Nellie; about . the .contemporary . . DeShazer, who teaches a class enAsian:.Ameican poets Mitsuye _titled "Women and Creativity," will
Y~ada and Nellie. \Vo!lg, Mary
give a lecture at aXavier faculty c~lCaua/1, a st'udyofth~ ~merican im·
loquium on Tuesday, March 6 entitl. pressionist painter_ who 'focused on ed "Women's Literature and
mother-child relationships, Margaret . Feminist Criticism." Students of the
Sanger, a· biography of the pioneer in "Women and Creativity" class will
birth control and The Bronte Sisters,
travel to the Cincinnati Art Museum
.~.look at t~e gr~atliterary (am.ily. · Saturday, March:3 to view women's
They will be shown in the audio- . works in· both the museum:s perma-. ·
visual roorrt (B-9) o(Aiter Hall from · · nent collection and in the exhibit of
1:30to 2:30.p.m. and. are open to the q!Jcinnati artists.
'
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Owner Charley Schneider·
Says: No Purchase Necessary!
Here's news about that SpringBr.eak you've
been looking forward to :... Celebration
liquors and ;CelebratiQn/BhLO Shoppes- wilL ..
send you to either Daytona Beach or Ft.
Lauderdale, Florida for six days and-six·
nights, including your air fare, hotel
accommodations and $100.00 spending .
m'oney during your Spring_'Break ... you pick.
the dates and the city. ~hat's tl:le .catch?_
None at all; .. there' is no purchase·
necessary ; ~ . just stop by the Celebration/
BI·LO store at the 1·275 and Airport Exit
. road and register your name, address and
phone number for the free trips, or send us y~ur name·address and phone number for·
.the drawing at the address b~low. Your
postage will be refunded. Employees and·
their families of Celebration, Inc.. are not
eligible. The name, and address of the
winner will be supplied upon written request
to Celebration, Inc. On March 8th and March
15th, well pick two lucky names and you'll
be off on your Spring Break in style! Spread
the word ... the excitement is at Celebration
Shoppes this Spring!
·
·

Show.Your
Student I.D.

For·-A,-.5°/o

Cash . Discount
i

Bllo Liquors
1-275 at the Airport Exit
Hebron, Kentucky 41048

689-780.0·1-75 .

~ ' l,
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StUdents ·di.ScUSs
visitation policy ·
...... ...,.,..,.

IY.IEANNE VENNEMEYER.
. .

are open at all. houri .
· Laurie Thomas, director of
. reSidence life ·at Xavier, said that
''Our rules and reaulatioos are 'com. parable to those of state schools and
.· ifanythiog, they are moreleoient.••··
·· Area ·colleges having a similar
visitation policy to that of Xavier are
the College of· Mount St. Joseph,
Northern· Kentucky' University and
Thomas More. The University of Cincinnati and Miami University operate .
on 24-hour hall monitor systems in :
whiCh aU visitors must sign in as they .
enter.

Xavier's current visitation policy
has aroused a number of complaints
QROUPS,f&lR£
as well as compliments. Some
I.A~ll'l& AND
. students feel the policy is too restric~
TAU< Il-l& !'OERE 's
.· rive; others feel it is effective in conEV&t4 A GW O'£R
trolliq noise and providing security.
· . Senior Bernie Thiel · of Sullivan
THEI£
US1eNtWCr 10
.HaD feels that "visitation hours treat
A
WALKMAN
w like children. We're adults, and
.we should be able to decide for
MIY:f?! .
ourselves when we want to have
. somebody in our room, whether the
person iS male or female.''
· Mike Henry, a freshman from
Sullivan, commented that ''as long.
Thomas emphasized the security
.as the students aren't disturbing the aspect of the visitati9n policy at
rest of the dorm, they should· be . Xavier:· "The regUlations provide a
aUowed to have visitors and be cenain amount. of security.for women
responsible for themSelves:.'
in the .late hours in that male voices
Jim kyan, a junior commuter is are easily identified. They also procontent with the visitation · hours vide protection for non-assertive
policy. "The visitation hours should students who don't have the confronbc: left as they stand because they tarion skills· to resolve the issues on
maintain the peace on _the floors. If their Own."
the opposite sex is not present,. the . · Residence Hall cOuncil provides
noise remains at a relatively low an opponunity for students to exlevel," he added.
·
press. their opinions concerning the
Sophomore' Husman resident
dorm policies .. ViCe President Bob
Coyt feels that "the visitation hours Messerly explained, "We have
do not seem to pose a problem for _. meetings once a month that are open ·
any of the students. In Husman . to all students to voice their opinions.
(Hall] the hours are generally follow· ,Generally,I haven't heard any corned by everyone. There seems tt) ~ a plaints from any students at the
mutual respect between fellow meetings or even_ as an SR.''
students that cuts down on the
Dr. Arthur Shriberg, vice presiamount of noise on the wings after dent. of Student Development.
BY MATIHEW J, REIS
And the "mysterious Navy jacket"
New• Reporter
belonged to the late: Rev. Paul L.
hours.'.':
believes that ''it's reasonable to have
. Sullivan resident John Tarvardian some rules •.The right of privacy has
He can be: seen in biology classes,
O'Connor, S.J., former president of
is skeptical about the effectiveness of · to be balanced with the. right to go
helping student.~ identify animal
Xavier, who served in the Navy on
,any visitation po,licy .. "There's.alw~y~ ,.}A~Y'f:h,cir,~J?U !.~~<':,~.'. :. /';: ~- · .·parts. Or he can be seen chatting
the-Battleship Missouri.
a way around the rules and· I don't - Shnberg also c:xpressed}iJS:atU!,ud~- 'with students on the Mall. Most of.·.,, ·"I never felt uncomfonablc: being
think that. anything wilf< change, 'toward .a pOssible 'change -iri policy.
the time, he's visiting witb.dormies
with studentS," _Fr. Peters said. "My
"I'm ot)en to any P!oposals of groups
in the cafeteria;
neighbors are the students at Xavier.
without the rules ariyway ,".
V~itation hours on Edgecliff and with authority, such- as, the ·.dorm · 'He wears a mystc:ripus Navy jacket
At a plac_e Hke Xavier, we've got so
Main Campuses are Sunday through councils. The hall· councils should
or, sometimes, tennis garb. The: face
many agreeable people:, both the
is familiar, but who is he?
Jesuits and the students." .
Thursday, 12:00 noon to midnight disCuss. _the: issues and make recom·
and Friday through Saturday 12:00 mendations.... but I haven't heard
He's Rev. Joseph Peters, SJ., pro·
Fr. Peters, native of Chicago, was
noon to 2:00a.m. Television lounges the· need for change."
fessor emeritus of biology at Xavier.
born in 1907 .. He attended high
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . , . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , school at Campion, a Jesuit institu·
~ion in Wisconsin. Upon graduation·,
he worked for two years, managing
his father's grocery and meat market
·Exciting and Challen,glrig. Career Opportunities
in St. Charles, Illinois (a suburb of
Chicago).
.
The Jesuit scholastic influence at
Campion, said Fr. Peters, influenced
him· to enter the Jesuit noviciate at
Florissant, Missouri' in 1927. After
~
two years at Florissant, he studied
•. management trainee with an
A s·mall, Highly selective MBA Program has
classics in Milford, Ohio for a year
intl!rnational assignment,
been designed by The Ohio. State
and then moved to study philosophy
Chase Manhattan Bank ·
University to provide professional
at St. Louis University. In 1933 he at·
management education to students with
• assistant product manager,
tended the University of Detroit and
nonbusiness academic backgrounds .. This
Pillsbury
·
earned a master's degree in biology.
two-year fulltime program:
• financial analyst,
"I was competent in both physics
• .. facilitates·a high level of .student and
Hewlitt Packard
and biology. The supervisors asked
· faculty-stude~t inter~ction .
·
• inventory control manager.
me which one I would rather have. "
• has no prerequisite .course work
IBM Corporation
Fr. Peters said he chose biology simp·
ly because biologists were in greater
• is .especially attractive. to students
• account executive,
. demand. In 1935, he taught at St. lg·
with liberal arts, scientific, and other
Merrill Lynch
·
natius High School in Cleveland.
nonbusiness backgrounds
• ' consultant,
Later he went back to school, this
.• . is built upon tightly integrated study
Price Waterhouse
time to study theology for four y~ars
of -foundation management tools a.nd
·· • management trainee with an
at
St. Mary's College in Kansas.
concepts, .
intl!rnationaJ assignment,
After studying at St. Mary's, Fr.
•
• offers the opportunity to concentrate
Proctor· and Gamble
Peters studied biology at Harvard,
in one or. two. manageml!nt fields
For a brochu~l! describing this program
and. spent •'one year of intense
through ell!ctive course work
and application information, please
spirituality" at St. Stanislaus. From
• is offl!red by one ofthe top 25
contact:·
there he studied at Fordham and
schools accredited by .thl! American
· Director. MIA Programs
received a Ph.D. in biology three
·· As)Sembly of Collegiate Schools of
. The Ohio State University
years later.
Business
112 Hagerty Hall
Around 1947, Fr. Peters reponed
.1775 College Road ·
Last year's graduates wl!re very successful
for a teaching assignment at Xavier.
Columbus, Ohio 4321 o-1399
in finding career opportunities. Examples
He's been here ever since.
of positions they selected are:
'
6_14•422.~8~11
Throughout the years, Fr. Peters
• assistant' to the chief executive officer,
said he's written about 25 articles
Midland Mutal Life:
·. published in zoological and
• fif~ld marketing manager,
··physiological journals. Some of his,·
Ford Motor Company.
topics were electrical brain activity of
The Ohio State ·university
lower animals and cell division, areas
·.which Fr. Peters said were not vet ex·

Tara .

Fr. Peters lends experience,
friendliness to Xavier .students
tensively studied. Most research was
done on monkeys, rabbits and other
1
mammals.
"I was studying the electrical ac·
tivity· of the brain of these lower
· organisms.· .. while they were under
the influence of various drugs.'' Fr.
Peters said most of his research was
and still is done at Xavier.
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Fr. Peters

"I have a research group of seniors
which is working on the electrical ac·
tivity of the brain and spinal cord,"
he said.
When research and classes recess
for the summer, Fr. Peters will head
south for Jacksonville, Florida. He.
helps fill in at a church there and has
been doing so for about ten years.
Another one of his duties is working
as chaplain at a Baptist hospital. Fr.
Peters said Baptist ministers there are
~·most cordial."
' During the many, years he has been
at Xavier, Fr. Peters said he has noticed few changes in Xavier students.
"They like spons, they like compa·
nionship, they like to socialize ...
they want to· get into profes· sional things, especially medical
and dental schools. It's been that way
ever since I've been here." Fr. Peters.
ought to know'. He's been at Xavier
longer than most. . · ..... , _ ,
.
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Senior cla.ss gift.......· pro al'ld ·con
Class of-1984's pu_b ,viii
enhance student life at .XU
BY SUE SKEES
NIWI Editor

My first reaction to the class of 1984's gift of
an on-campuspub was, "Oh God, we can't do
that. " After all, class gifts should be formal
tokens of loyalty which ooze with academe.
Something about die idea of giving our alma
mater a sticky-floored bar just doesn't sit well:
Are . we acting disrespectfully toward our
university or contributing to our own
delinquency?
Surely an on-campus pub is an unusual and
unconventional class gift. A bit too unconventional, perhaps, for those who oppose the idea.
Opponents to the gift have one unarguable
protest - most seniors had no say in choosing
what gift to give. Whether or not the committee actually sent survey letters or held open,
publicized meetings, somehow the majority of
1984 class members knew nothing about the
gift until asked for donations.
The problem lies in the process for gift selection which xu seniors used this year and in
past years. The committee would have been
well supplemented by a ballot mailing.
Regardless, the gift has been chosen and a pub
it will be.
So let us consider its benefits:
• Not every seniqr class gift must be a serious
one; lf we leave· behind the stuffy connotations
that go along with the idea of a class gift, then
we must lldmit that an on-campus pub is a fun
idea.
• Senior gifts will never prove universal in
appeal or use. What percentage of future
undergraduates will stroll through the class of
1983's gazebo or gaze into the class of 1982's
display cases? Though one or two future
students may not, in the span of four years at
Xavier, let their shadows darken the doorway
of the new pub, certainly everyone else will
make use of it.
• The pub has all sons of potential. Though
another sticky-floored bar may actually provide
refreshment from Dana's the pub could, instead, have carpeted floors and a corner' stage.
The pub will create space and setting for
various student activities, including local or

campus comedian acts, live band perfoimances, dani:es and parties. The pub will .complement recent · efforts to .give students
·weekend alternatives to dorm-room sipping and
Dana's beersucking.
• Pubs have, historically, been notoriously
inspirational settings for scholarly .exchange .. -.
Consider Mermaid Tavern,·where Shakespeare./·.
Jonson and their cronies gathered regularly .to
critique one another's work and debate_lii:erary ·
concerns. Consider the widespread rumours
that certain ancient Greek philosophers wrote ..
texts in .the daze of hangovers, after evenings,.·
spent in pubs bent over cups of wine discussing
· the meaning of life.
·
• An on-campus pub will round out Xavier's
environment. Any added building or event
·
does this·.
• An on-campus pub will enhance the spirit
of kinship at our school. How many friendships· ·
have deepened or romances been kindled
across a table in the grill or over an ice cream
cone in the cafeteria? Here will be anothe,r
place where students. can be people too.
Naturally, adding a drinking-oriented facility
seems. to support the notion of drunkenness.
Students should be given every opportunity to
discover fun without alcohol; also, an oncampus pub mayincrease some students' drink. ing:·l'o this I argue.three points: ·
.
·
.. 1... One does· not have to c.onsume alcoholic·
beverages to sit in a pub or· even to enjoy
· ·
oneselfwhile there.
2. For both dorm and commuter students,
an on-campus pub may reduce drunk driving~
.
.
3. Learning to drink and learning not to
.
BY
JERRY
ELLlG
of
"All
for
one;one for ~il."
drink are quite personal lessons. No external
Edlior·ln-chlef
But wait- that's what the-Grill is supposed
setting, rule or example will teach these
The sellior class gift cho~n. by the. Class of
to be. The university spent $10,000 two years
lessons: they must originate and resolve from
ago to · change· the Grill into a center for
1984 gift committee is a $20,000 mistake: .. within each individual. Adding an .on-campus
The: commitec:'s decision does ·have: one:
socializing instead of a place .to grab a quick
pub will not increase consumption or drunkenbul'ger. .· · . · . .
.~ positive aspect. Readers will recall th~t;. a littic:
ness, simply because frequency and amount of
Realistically,
one
can
expect
that
this
ona·month
ago,
student
representatives
on
over
drinking arc: ,conscious choices rather than en.campus· pub will· be: either a scaled~down verXavier's Budget Review Board dr~pped their
vironmental reactions.
proposal for an on-campus _pub ·next year
sion.of the Grill pr a 5calc:d~up version of the
Given this opportunity to c:a;tjoy a new
Games Room; neither of which would be: worth·
.recreationalsetting and to develop our intc:rac-.- . because the: university wou~d not have money
the $20,000 invc:Stmc:nt. ·
available to fund it. It's good to see, for once,
tivc: humanness, then, let us toast a cheer to the
that instead of griping about how the universiThe fundraising letter to seniors informs
class of 1984's pub.
. them that the class of 19M had voted in favor
ty doesn't ·care: about student needs, some:
of the pu~. Actually,. it was only the gift com~
students decided to raise the: money
mittc:c:, ·not the entire: class, .which approved
themselves.
.
It's ashame to Sc:c: so much good voluntarism
the plan. This inaccuracy was rio. doubt an
ovc:r5ight. · · .
· · · .. · .
.
wasted,- pardon the pun. There arc: so inany
. o~r · wonhy projects: · renovation of the:
state. into a false god. This must not be:
Nevenheless, each senior does have the opportunity to vote on the class gift - with their
allowed in a Christian university such as
·library, establishment of a study lounge easily
accessablc: to commuters'___: maybe even a condollars; The gift is, after all, voluntary. No. one.
Xavier, especially since the ideology ·advocates the violent overthrow of the
is forced to donate. Anyone: who disagrees with
tribution to the Nonh Lot pothole: fund, or a
American government.
bronze: statue of Fr. Currie to replace: the: one: of . the gift but still wants to give money to his or
St. Francis Xavier assassinated-last month. But
her alma mater can request that their money be:
~Anthony· Daniel Conaway ·
a·bai? ·
·
spent in a specific area, such as their favorite ·
-Michael R. Carnevale
scholarship fund, dc:pari:mc:nt or-studc:nt,dub ..
Er; pub. Y c:s, the word "pub~' sounds much
-Dave P. Miller
more: noble. It conjures _up the image_ of a
The class of 1984 gift is one Xavier spending
-David W. Elsaesser
nc:ighborh~ . tavern . peopled by merry
dc:cision over which students·have·thc: ultimate:
Muskies, raising their ~c:r steins to the chant
veto. They.should exe_rcisc: it.

Pub is ·a -$20,000 rllistake

Communist book display _offensive
We would like to voice our objections to
the decision to allow a representative from a
communist propaganda bookstore: to set up
a ~~~le in. the University Center displaying
po~ltlc~ garbage. I am shocked that a jesuit
umverstty would allow such anti-Christian
p~phlets ·advocating an atheistic ideology
that makes the individual subservient to the
state: and strips the individual of the Godgiven right of liberty. This political ideology
denies the existence: of God and makes the
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Student Govemment Association Entertainment Guide

Dinner Theatre to perform
Same. Time Next Year
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Th~ Student Activities Council will .proudly is from New Jersey and on a business trip. She
present the Alpha-Omega Players in· "Sa~e · is from Oakland and on her way to a religio.ils
Time Next Year" by Bernard Slade on Thurs- retreat. The year is 1951. Slowly they became
~ay, March 22 at 7 p.m. This will be Xavier's
acquainted. They fall in love with each other,
first dinner theatre. Presented in' the main but not out of love with their respective mates.
campus dining hall, this special event will pro- They decide to meet again. the following year.
vide top-notch entertainment, plus a hot buf~
And so we see·these two at regular intervals
fet meal in pleasar.lt surroundings!·
in their extended relationship. Both of therri
The Repertory Th~ater: of America (RTA), change drastically through the years. They have
Alpha Omega Players· is· a .national. touring arguments, .they make up, they compress into
company with the distinction of staging more the short time they have together all the
performances annually than any similar o:rgani- !'ppearances of a marriage. The laugh~laced ac·
zation in -the· country. Since its inception in tion of "Same Time, Next Year" will be
1967, RTA has travelled more than two million directed· ~y Drel(el,H .. RileY.,.' producer and
miles a{ld 'presented over 7300 pe~o~inaiices director of the· Alpha-Omega Players.' ·
across the U.S. and Canada.
·
·There will be .pre-show ticket sales only.
The two character comedy that the Players Tickets will be sold March 6-8 and the 19th ·
are bringing to. .Xavier ran for well over three· . through the 22nd in the main campus box ofyears in New York and broke !;louse re~ords in . fice and university center lobby .. Tkket prices .
theatres all over the world. The actor·and ac- · are S4:oo for 'students with a board number .
tress performing for the Players w~ll star a5· and.$6.50 for'faculty and students without a
lovers who are married but not to each other.
board number.· Tables may· be reserVed by
The entire action· of ''Same Time, Next Year''
contacting the .SAC office prior to · the day
takes place in the same guest cottage of a coun- of the show.' Refreshments will be available
try inn in Northern California. During the 25 · before· dinner is served.
years that arc covered in·thc six scenes of the
March 22, the first Thur$day after break, join
play, the couple spend a weekend· there every us in Xavier's first Dinner Theatre. Beginning
.
at the early hour of 7 p.m ..We guarantee you 'II
succeeding year.
· As the play opens, they arc in bed. They inct ·. h~ve plenty oftime to· hit yo1.1r usual Thursc\ay
only hours earlier in the motel's restaurant. He night hot spots afterwards!
·
,.
.
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Comedy Connection Ill
On Thursday March 29, 1984 at 9:00p.m. in
the Musketeer Inn; SACproudly presents jack
Gallagher, another in a series of young, promising comedians for your leisure time
pleasure. Jack. Gallagher has been performing
comedy longer than·· he thinks. He made his
family laugh, the kids he went to school with,
and finally the students in his own classroom
wtrerc he· taught Special Education for three
years. For the past four years Jack has been performing his special style of comedy on stage at
colleges and dubs all over the country. In that
tim.c.. he has deyeloped a following that in·
eludes people ofall ages. Jack's brand of com·

cdy guides his a~dience on a journey from
childhood through adolescence and right up to
the present day with .. ; "laughs at every stop
along the way."
·
·
In addition to club and college appearances,
Jack has performed in concert with Peter Allen,
Jack'Bruce, Loudon Wainwright, Nils Lofgre~.
Warren Zevon and Phoebe Snow. In 1982 he
participated in the 7th Annual International
Comedy Competition in San Francisco and
placed third in this first ·competition .ever.
' Come see a very funny and entertaining guy
- Ja!=k Gallagher.

sunday

064 302

4

Classical Piano Series: Michael Boriskin
2:30p.m. in the University Center Theatre
Lg. Screen Movie: ''Trading Places''
7:30 p.m. in the Theatre

11

071 295

5

-wednesda·y

tuesday

monday

.065301

Ash Wednesday

066 300

067.299 '

Vid~o: "Gandhi 1 ' 12:45 & 8 p.m. in the Grill
Video: "Rockworld" 11:30 a.m. & 9 p;m. in
the Grill.
·

072 294.

12

·14

073 293

jazz Piano Series: Valerie ~apers 7:30p.m. in.
the University Center Theatre

18

19

-21

080'28§
'

081 285

Video: "R~kworld" 11:30 a.rri. & 9 p.m. in
the Grill
·

Video: "French Lieutenant's Woman" 12:45.
& 8 p.m. in·the Grill

Classical Piano Series; Daniel Adni 2:30p.m ..
in the University Center Theatre
~

25

26

086 280

Baseball vs. N.K.U. 2 p.m.

27

087 279 .

Baseball vs. Univ. of Dayton 2 p.m.
. Video: "Foul Play" 12:45 & 8 p;m. in the
Grill
·
·

_0881278

Vid~o: "Rockworld". 11:30 a.m. & 9 p.m.
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thursday
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fri ay

1

1 305

062 304

3

·Western Intercollegiate Rifle Conference
Video: "48 Hours" 12:45 p.m. in the grill
Video: "For your Eyes Only" 8 p.m. in the
gill!
.
.
.

Video:,'.'ForYourEyesOnly" 12:45 ·p.m. in
the grill
Video:."48 Hours".8 p.m. in the Grill

Lg. Screen Movie: Trading Places 7:30p.m. in
the·Theatre
·
Video: Fire Fox
9 p.m. in the Gr,ill
Freshman Class Florida Beach Party in the . ·
Grill9 p.m:
Lg. Screen Movie: "Trading Places"
.
7:30p.m. in the University Center Theatre
067-299

8

15

081 2

22'

J a.m. & 9 p.m.

0701296

076·290

17·

0771289

083/283

24

Video:
"Bugs Bunny 1001 ~abbit Tails"....t:.~~~
12:30 p.m. in the Grill

Video: "Fast Times at Ridgemont High"
· 12:45 & 8 p.m. in the Gr-ill

074t292

10

97

9

068 298

075'291

16

. 0821284.

in

Lg. Screen Movie: "Flashdance" 11 a.m; in '

the Theatre

Video: "Meatballs" 12:45 p.m. in the Grill
Baseball vs. Thomas More Coll~ge 2 p.m.
Video: "Billy Joel" 8 p.m. in the.Grill ··
Dinner Theatre: "Same Time. Next Year"
with the Alpha Omega Players 7 p.m. in
the Cafe
·
. ·

29
I a.m. & 9 p.m.

0

0891277

Video: '_'High Anxiety'' 12.:45 p.m .. in the
Grill
.
.
.
Comedian: Jack Gallagher 9 p.m. in the Grill

090•276

Baseball vs.
Central State .
Univ. 1 p.m.·
Video: "Lord of
the Rings'\ ·
9p.m. ··
Lg. Screen Movie:
''Flashdance''
8:30p.m. in the
Cafeteria ·

31

Baseball vs: Northwestern Univ. 2 p.m.
Video: "Adam and the Ants; Prince·
Charming" 12:30 p.m.
Video: "High Anxiety" 8 p.m. .
Ba5eball vs. MaloneCollege 1 p.m.
Video: ''One. Flew Over the Cuckoos Nest-''
9 p:m. in the ~rill
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S.G.A. MARCH SPOTLIGHT
Upcoming Movies.
This month SAC is bringing two big movies
for your viewing pleasure. Trading Places will
be shown in the Theatre March ~-4. Friday the
movie will begin at 7:30 p.in., Saturday at 7:30
p.m., and Sunday at 7:30 p.m. Later in the
month, Flashdance will be shown in the
Theatre on Friday afternoon Marc~ 23rd from ·

BEACH

• •

PARTY

11 a.m. for the convenience of commuters.
Flashdance will also be shown Saturday night at.
8:30 p.m. in the main dining room. Refreshments will be served at this showing. Admission with an XU I.D. is $1.00, and $2.00 for
the public.

Trading Places
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Do you feel lucky? The Student Activities
COuncil has planned ''A Night At The Races''
- jusdor· you! This fun-filled event will take ·
place on the main campus.
.. A Night At TheRaces is truly.. an unusual .
and exciting game which will have Thorough· bred Racing, Harness Racing, and Greyhound
Racing; Each race. is thrillingly narrated bythe
, nation's foremost track announcers and called,:

Excited? You should' be. You will see the
Parade to the Post and view the opening of the
start;ing·gate. En'joy the thrills and excitement
as the finest breeds of animals maneuver for
positions of advantage around the ·turn, down
the stretch and at the finish line, and finally
the breathtaking photo-finishes to determine
the winners.
-· - .
. · .·
.
Finally you can actually win'an assortment of
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Xi!Vierinductsthree into sports l-lan·of Fame
Thcf6uitli ~nnu~IAthletic Hall of ball. He nailed honors ·hislast two.
seasons as an All-Ohio' imd Little All.Fame dinner w_as held last Saturday
prior to the Xavier-Butler game. This
America player. He was recognized as
year the t~ree · former ,athletes in- . one of t_he greatest centers in Xavier
.
.
. ducted were Fred Nebel ('38), Steve · history.
Off the field, throughout his
Junker(' 57), and Jack Thbbe ('62).
· Fred Nebel,' ari Oak Park, Illinois career, he was ranked in the top ten
native, was' remembered. for' his of his class. Along with being active
. academics as well as his athletic in student gov~rnment, he pulled
out at "A" average his senior year.
ability.
.·
.
.....
·'Nebel was ''a cente{ for XU foot- ·. · ·Steve Junker, an Elder High School

graduate, also ~xcelled in Xavier
football. He captured much recognition as a wide receiver. In 1955 and
1956, his junior and senior years, he
was selected to the All-Ohio team.
His senior year was probably the
most significant.- He was co-captain
of the Muskie squad, caught 21
passes (38 percent of team completions) with two touchdowns and was
named to The_Tab/ets first team all-

American.
Jack Thobe, an asset from St.
Xavier High School, set his marks in
XU basketball. Notable characteristics the center-forward possessed
were his soft touch and sharp Passing.
Thobe's career _accomplishments
included being a t\vo-time team
MVP, team scoring leader his last
three years, and team rebounding
leader his sophomore sea5on. His

1296-points place him fifth on the
all-time XU scoring .list with 16.8
points per game· career average. He
holds seventh place with 718 rebounds for a 9.3 rebounds per game
career average. He also made the one
· season performanc~ list at number 11
with 479 points in a single season.
Nebel, Junker, and Thobe joined
23 other members in Xavier's
Athletic Hall of Fame.
·

Xavie;r pou.nds Marquette in OT;
rec_ord improves to 1_7-9 overall
the victory. The defeat over the Warcpnd half. He scored 14 points dow
riors strengthened XU's record on the
the stretch to help pull his team right
Xavier University's thrilling 82-68
back into the contest.
._
·
year to 16-9, while Marquette falls to
ovenime win last Wednesday night ·
15-9.
·
With 5:12 remaining in the second
against Marquette was something
half,' Marotta hit both ends of a oneThis game will loom even bigger
more than just another victory to XU · and~one foul shot and Marquette had should the Musketeers fail to get an
Coach Bob Staak. He felt that 'his
tied the score at 60. It would be · .·automatic NCAA tournament bid by
· Muskies had· something to prove.
almost five more minutes before the winning the conference championeither · ship later this month in Chicago.
"We've got a good team. Last year
next point would be scored
side.
- ..
·
"This is the best feeling in the
I thought we had a better team than
they did, bunhey beat us: Tonight
With 0:07 remaining, XU's Jeff world,'-' an elated guard Ralph Lee
we w~re able to prove we had a better Jenkins hit two critical foul shots .to said after the Musketeer victory.
· give the Muskies a 62-60 lead. After,. "This is our biggest win of the year. I
team."
don't think they were ready to play at
Marquette called a time-out, they
The last meeting between these
put the ball in play and Kerry Trotter the beginning and we_ took advantage
two teams had produced a 72~64
·
Marquette .win on January 8,' 1983 at · put up a 17~footerthatrolled off the of it."
rim. Marotta, .though, was able to
Xavier's momentum carried over
Milwaukee Arena.. This . year's
into :last Saturday's.game as they were
rematch at the Cincinnati Gardens,· put the rebound back up as time
however, . did in fact · prove to ,we.nt .out to·. send the game into able to down the Butler Bulldogs
.
.
.
78-68 before a crowd of4328 at· the:.,',
Musketeer faris.all oveuhat XU does' ovenime
·
· · • · :- ::;·. ' Cincinnati Gardens. The Musketeers' •.. ·•
have a good team ..
. Though Xavier never irailed the , . After the_game, Staakcommeilted ninth consecutive win this season at Warriors throughout the first half, .. on what: he told.his team after that 'the Gardens helped XU raise their
the game remained tight;.with 10: 10 ~ bean-breaking- tip-in tha~ kept· his . record for the season to 17-9 while
left in the period. With XU leading · · team, for the time being, from win- their final MCC record will ~tand at
9-5.
15-12, a jumper by Walt, McBride · ning the ball game.
Victor Fleming was the main man
"I just told thein what we were go- .
· and layups by Richie Harris and Vii:
ing to win. We we~t out and played for Xavier. The senior from Long
Fleming forced the WarriorS to take a
good ball, and proved that we could Island City, New York rolled up 29
· time-out as Xavier built .up a. compoints .against the Bulldogs. Jeff
mandingl1-point lead_at,23-12: A. do it. Throughout that.whole game,
consistant seoring attack the rest of : there wiu never a doubt in my mind Jenkins scored 17 for the . Muskies
whileJohn Shimko added 12.
that we would win the ball game."
the half helped the Muskies take a
The ·Muskies wiJl now travel to
- Xavier di4n't-just win the ovenime
41-27 advantage at the intermission.
period. They slaughtered the War- Chicago to face off against all the
The secori'd half saw the
other MCC foes in a three-round
riors. They crushed them. In a word,
Musketeers do ari about-face a5 Marsingle-elimination tournament starthe Muskies were awesome.
queue, little by little, ate away at the
ting one week from today.· The winHighlighted by nine· points, in· Muskie .lead. Marquette's Marc
Marotta, a 6'6" 210-pound senior cluding two slam dunks, by Dexter · ner will earn an automatic bid to the
NCAA tournament, · starting the
from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania was a ·Bailey, the Muskies outscored Marmain fo_rce for the Warriors in these- ·queue by 14 points on their way to following week.
BY GREG KUETERMAN
Sparta Reportar

by

. Senior Jeff Je!'lklna continue• to play well, racking up 17 points agalnat
Butler laat Saturday.
.
.
I

Not just f()J' sr)anish majors only, but for. everyone;· beginners, "in between"
students and advanced. Put some excitement into your-college career!!
. ·

BEGINNERORAOVANCED~Coatliaboutthe
same aa a aemeater In a u.s. college: $3; 189.

Price lncludea jet round trip to Seville from
New York; room, board, and tuition complate· Government grants and loana may be
appllitct towards our programs. · ·

·

· ··

·

.

Live with a Spanish family, attend cla11es
four hours a day, four. days a wHk, four
· months. Earn 16 hra. of credit (equlvalentto 4
aemestera taught In U.S. collegea over a two
yeartlmespan). YourSpanlshstudleswlllbe
enhanced by opportunities not available In a
u.s. clasaroom. Standardized teataahowour
student!l'languageakll!uuperlortostudents
1 · completing two year programs In U.S.
1 Advanced courses also.
·
., Hurry, It takes ·a tot of time to make all ar1 rangements ..

.---- -·---- ~- -·- ~-- -f-31
.

··

·
,-----,-------.,.....,;;;.--~i:ouege you attend

--~--------...,....---..,;...·_. I. SPRING SEMESTER- Feb. 1· June1

·your name
L. FALL SEMESTER- Sept. 10 ·Dec. 22
----~--:----:----...;..--:--~ .f:
· ..
·· ·
·each year.
· your present street address
1 FULLY ACCREDITED-:- A Program of Trln'lty

..;....-.,..------...;_,--,--...;__-:----.- ,. Christian College.
.
,
city
st~t~ ·
zip. I. Forfull lnfo~matlon ...,...·stmcl co~pon to:
u you would like lnlilrmatt~ on 1uwni proer1111i grft
I.
···

'*"''"'"' 111dre•belo•---.

:

.;...._ _;....,..-...;.....,......,..---:-,----.,..----~

1

· -yo_u_rpe...;_rm..;;an-~-:nt~st:-re-.et"':'ad-:-d:-:re-.ss:-_---:--:----- 1

SEMESTEB.IN SPAIN

2442 E. Collier S.E., F.•3
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506
(A Progra'!' of Trinity Christian College)

Muldoons take -_gold_·.

'JWI4l\

··, __

as a whole.'~
_
In ·the women's volley~all competition, the Beach Girls earned a
. bronze medal for their display of
· talent;
.
The Co·JovobOs placed third in the
CO•Cec VOlleybalf division With a 3·1
· record.
·. _.Xavier fans, outnumbering tho,se
of all the other colleges, also enjoyed
the day's competition~ .It was "a
spirited rivalry," claimed student
· Dick Morrissey. : Spectator Tom
Rogers remarked- tha~ the contest was
a--display of great athletes.
He also felt the event helped unite
.the _area college~. "There was an up
mood. People came to have a good
time and support. their. schpol;' ~- he
PfPIYl'l~ 1'fi.YiFf t'1tJ~murllit ~ 1~tift t an 3i 11i:n n • • l'i ! •.'' ~ • i-l

The Muldoons, representing
Xavier Intramural basketball, won
the firsl:..,-place gold medal last Saturday in competition- against other area
colleges sponsored by WKRQ at the
Cincinnati Gardens.
.
The game tO determine the winner
of the gold was a contest between the
Muldoons and the University of Cincinnati. With one minute left, XU
was up by only one point and UC had
pos5Cssion of the ball. At that point
:.,.. theMuldoons' Danny Hein m·ade the
. ·key: play of the game _with a steal of
an 'inbounds -pass .. From there, his
. team . racked up the points up ·to a
19~14 win.
..
.. ·. MuldOQn ·Coach Mike Markowski
said, "Wewerecreprese!ltatives of the

Boxers to

op•n season
March 8
....

Thursday, Marth 8 will be
the home opener for the
Xavier boxing team. OppOsing
XU will be Miami and Ohio
Univetsity.
'
The following Xavier leather
pushets ·will see action: Captain Dennis Madden - light
heavyweight, silver-medalist in
the 1983 National Intercollegiate Boxing championships; Veteraa~ Tom locasio
._ light middleweight, Don
Holtz - middleweight, ·Bill ·
Barrett - · heavyweight,
Ramon . Riseroa mid- :
dlcwcight. 1 Newcomers
MichaeiChase welterweight, Pat Burhenny welterweight, Jim 'Tiu junior welterweight, Bill
Prysock - welterweight, and
Fraak O'Farrel light
heavyweight.
.
The fitst bout stans at 7: 15
p.m. Students and friends arc
invited. Boxing will take place
at the XU Armoty.
March 23-24 will . be the
Mid-West ·Intercollegiate
Championships, held at
Schmidt Field House. Air
Force Academy will be defending its title. and is a co- .
favorite along with· Notre
Dame. In addition, Xavier;
Miami, Ohio University,
Virginia Military, . South
carolina, uc and Southern ll- .
Jinois will compete.

.·Notre Dame·defe8tsLadyMuski8S·.•
BY MICHAEL BEHAN
·. .,.,.. ...,...

•.

'

Wlt' rebounding :attack,

With time

· · ruaning out in the first half, Xavier

started. playing. ~ttcr and .was able
,-After coming off a slow 'stan and
cut the Notre l)amclead. to nine by
'falling behind early in the game, the
lady Muskics basketball t~ lost to
halftime with a 41~32 score.
a tough Notre Dame .team 91·77 last
The Lady Muskics played much
Saturday at Notre Dame
better in the second half. but were
Notre Dame took advantage of a · just unable to puU any closer t,han six
slow Xavier start and was able to· points. With about three· minutes to
. build up a substantial lead early in
play in the game, the Lady Muskies
tried one last spun to tty to catch up.
the fmt half. They did this by
With the ·score 80-71, Xavier
capitalizing on . a very aggressive
pressure defense and a solid, ·consisbegan fouling Notre Dame to get the

ball; Notre- Dame's' free. thiow din~ we started playing well, it'was
shooting in the fanal minutes proved
jwt a little too late. We played well
to be all they needed to hold off. in the. second- half but we were
Xavier's final. attack. Notre . Dame · unable to bounce back from thcJead
held on to defeat the Lady Muskies
that they builtin the first half. Notr~
91-77.
Dame is a tough team to come from
. · Even though Notre Dame won .the . ·behind and beat," ·
· ganie· by 14 po!nts, Laurie M:Wa,
· .
·
Xavier's coach, stressed that the · JoAnn Osterkamp led all scorets· ·
game was much closer than the seore with 26 points while Stacey. Land had
indicates....If· we would not have
13' points; Judy ,Smith and. Kate
fallen behind so early in the game,
Phelan each added ten for the Lady
we could have won this game, By the · Muskics;
: ·
.

In most jobs, at 22
care of sophisticated
you're near the bottom
· equipment worth .
··of the ladder.
·
.. millions of dollars.
It's a bigger chalIn the Navy, at
22 you can be a leader.
lenge and a lot more
·'~sponsibility than
Afte,rjust 16 weeks' ·
of leadership traini~g,
· most corporations give
·you at 22 .. T~e rewards
you're an officer. You'll
: are bigger, tOo. ,There's
have the kind of job .
your ·education and training prepared
a comprehensive package'of benefits;
you· for, and the decision-making au- .
including special duty pay. The starting
. thority you need to make the most of it. salary is $l7~000.;_more than most comAs·a college graduate and officer
panies would pay you right out of college~ ,
candidate, your Navy training is geared After four years, with regular\ promoto making you a leader. There is no boot tions and pay increases, your salary, will
camp. Instead, you rec~ive professional
have increased· to as much as $31,000.
training to help you build the technical
As a Navy officer, you grow, through
and management skills you'll need as a
new challenges, new tests of your skills,
~., and new opportunities
Navy officer. .
This training is
'I .r::JR~!.?I~1u~~~ER . . ·. T 43,~··1· .to' advance your edudesigned to instill
P.o. Box 5000, Clifton, NJ 07oi5
cation, including the
confidence by first' I D I'm ready·~ take ~barge. 'Thll ~e more abo~t ·I p''()ssib,i_lity of attending
1001
_. graduate school while' ·
·hand experience. You I tNha.emNa.vy'sofflcerprograms..... ·...
1
l_ea.m; by· doing. On·
1 Addreaa Firat · ,p,....
Print)
Lll•t
1 .Jvou.. 're in the Navy... ·
· ~
Apt. 1 1 • - - ..your first sea tour,
1 city .
. state
Zip__ . 1
Don't just take a
you're. responsible for . I Ar
tconege/Universitr -·
I
job. Become a Navy
tOP
Officer, and take Charge.
managing the WOrk Of · :j:Year in College
. up to 30 men and the .I.Major/Minof . ·..
. ·. .
I
Even.at 22.
.
.

XU.signs
volleyball

-prospect
Renee Townley of Mother of Mercy
High School in Cincinnati has signed
i Natfonal Letter of Intent to play
volleyball at Xavier University.
Townley was highly rectuit~d by'
many Division I programs and as a
junior was on Mercy's state championship team. Xavier coach Carolyn
Condit plans to make the most of
Renee's versatile talents as a middle .
blocker/hitter and also in a limited
setter role.
Her senior year Renee was awarded
. the Cincinnati Post. AAA Player ·of
the Year, made the GGCL First AllStar Team, participated in the EastWest All-Star Team and participated '
in the East-West All-Star Match.

r----------

··I ·Phone
I
L

Numbef

· ··

IArea Code I
Beot Time to Call
Thfa fa for pneral iecruitment inform~tion. You 'do not have to futniab any of the information regueated. Of c:oune, the more we
know, the more we can help to determine the kinda of Navy poai· ·
tiona for which you qualify.
· . , • ·. .'
MA 9/82

LaRosa's Hyde Park Plz~
za accepting appllca·
tlons for Part· Time
Cooks. Apply 2-4 p.m.
Mon:-Frl. only. 2684·
Madison Rd. ·
MANUSCRIPTS TYPED
on word processor
easy revisions ..
theses,- books,
camera-ready preparation
Very low rates.
·
. 881-3310
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Game of the Week.
League II
could have gone. either way. The
, CeDar Dwellers . defeated Brew
Coral Reefers defeated Mutants
Happy Barnbus, with renewed
lntramur111 RlpOI'tara
Crew 2~1
enthusiasm and energy, kept up their
(10-2)
'
The Cellar Dwellers took an early
Team Elks defeated Rangers (9·2)
winning streak with well-coordinated \
lead, holding onto it through a roughTeam, Pain ~efeated Hartford
plays in the third game. They rallied
second period and .well into' the
Beamer$ (7·3)
past the Warriors for a win.
·
-. Men's .
Executioners defeated Queefers
third. A goal by the Brew Crew in the
third. period tied the score at one but - (1-0)
Jo-Spikers defeated the Allies
(15,10),, (15-11) '
'
was- shortly answered by a winning
The Queefers and the Executioners
played an intense·, frustrating game.
goal from the Cellar Dwellers' Tom
In a very close match, Jo-Spikers
Kunkel. .
A goal by Mike Levine of the Execuedged over the Allies. Both teams
tioners established a lead late in the
had severaL excellent spikes, blocks
second period. Although the
and dinks. Communication on both
Queefers played an excellent offense·
sides helped both team execute wellin the last period with many close
planned plays. Best scorers for the Joshots, they were held off by the
Spik~rs were Rau1 Ferrfr withJ:ight
· Exc;cutioners' tough defense. ·
points and Tim Dwyer and Pepo.
Principe with six each. For the Allies,
· Jose Ortega and A.J. Knecht had five
BASKETBALL
points apiece:
Men's Six Foot and Under
VOLLEYBALL
~FLOOR HOCKEY
Monday
,
Women's
Te-.om G.H.A/s ·defeated Skiers
Out Like Flout defeated Flying
PYT's defeated Amazing Graces
3·0
Dories 87-32
(15-4), (15-10)
--Waddie's Wonders defeated
Double Dutch Gang defeated
. 5-Aiive defeated Beach Girls - Michigan Maulers 5·3 ·
Beamers 107-29
(15·0), (15·5)
The Ultimate defeated The Snatch
Bacardi Connection defeated Locas
Floor Hockey 59-52
(10-15), (15-10), (15-5)
Leading Scorers
96 S.O.T. defeated Pointless 72-45
The match was close from the very
Name
-Team
Goals
Assists Points
Chinese Nat'l Team defeated
beginning, as the scores show. The;
· 1. George· McCilierty
Coral Reefers •
12
6
18
Bushinen 68-54
Bacardi Connection looked as if they
2. Dick Morrissey
Team Elks
11
4
n
Tuesday
were the lesser of the two, but they
' .6
3. Jeff Kush
ream
Elks
7
13
Medicine Men defeated Wizards II
proved this wrong by winning the
4. Joe Quinlan
Team Elks
4
8
12
.
(forfeit)
final two gaines of the match.
5. John Braul(.
Coral
Reefers
4
5
9
Elk Hunters defeated Skle 47-39
'
Co-Ree
Tim Hess
Skiers
6
3
9
Queludes defeated Buzzheads
Co:Jovobo defeated Creeping Ter3- _·
7. Joe Daddino
Team Pain
5
8
88-52
rors (15·3), (15·6)
8. Chris Haley.
Skiers·
6
1
7
G.H.A. 's defeated Reverse
Surf City defeated Misfits (11-15),
Ron Winkler
Coral Reefers
1
6
7
Discrimination 68-52
(15-12), (15.13)
10. Trip Barnes
Coral Reefers
6
· Old Grand Dad defeated Without
Happy Bambus defeated Warriors.
AndyFogari:y.
Rocky's Raiders
2
6
Dwight 50-49
'(12-15), (15-5), (15-4)
Dean Kuhnlein
Rocky's Raiders
4
2
6
Men's Open
This match was close throughout.
Jim McKenna
Rocky's Raiders
1
5
6
Monday
After the first two games, the match
.
Missing Dwight defeated Pi Alpha
. Phi·7-7·7l
· ,Hotshors defeated No Respect
.
71-58
The HotshotS started 'the game
with a technical foul in the first
minute. This hot-headed game proceeded accordingly. and the score at
halftime was tied at 26. In the second
half, the Hotshots took off and
drummed up a lead which they never
lost. High.scorers were George Kucik
for No Respect with 26 points and
· Steve Wheeler for the Hotshots with
19.
. Tuesday
MHA's ·defeated Golden Jacks
73-60
Gumbys defeated Skip's Raiders
89-54
.
Chokers defeated Wizards 73-56
After a close fitst half, the Chokers
were ahead by only two baskets. In

COMPILED BY ANN BRIAN
AND. LEANN STEINEMAN

-

:{

···G-~

- .

s"•'~-.
Look-for us
at Univ.
ce·nter-

· Wednesday,
·March 7th
10:00~3:00-

.,_Ita.···o·

~~~I(
Swim suits_
Shorts
Tops_
Cover-ups
Tee-shirts

Jazzer~ize

·Tights.

Catalina
Cole Jrs.Aspen
Spe~do

Arena
Ocean.

·P21cific:
KASI'·A~WAY

2SIVIJI~&IIV~

Q102 Winter
Participants ·

Olympics

their last game of the season, the
Chokers all shot over 50 percent from
the field. Greg Herbert was the high
scorer of the game with 18 points for
the Chokers.
Thursday
Muldoons defeated Tools 80-52
4-Husmaai defeated GHA's 83-66
Rock Throwers defeated Pershing
Rifles 70-42

!

~·'

Week 5
Top Ten
SIX FOOT AND UNDER

Team

Ranking Record
Last
Week

1. Out Like Flout
1
2
2.4-Husman
3. Queludes
4
3
4. ChineseNat'l Team
5. Double Dutch Gang 5
.6
6. Old Grand Dad
8
7. GHA's
7
8. Elk Hunters
9
9. Without Dwight
10. Bushmen

4-0
3-0
5-0
3-0
3·1
5·0
4-1
4-1
3-2
1-2

MEN'S OPEN,,

Team

Rankins Record
Wt
Week

1. Muldoons
2. No Respect
3. Hotshots
4. 4-Husman
5. Wizards
6.-Gumbys
7. MHA's
8. Chokers
9. Rock Throwers
10. Missing Dwight

2
1

5
4
3
6
7
8
10

5·0
4-1
4-1

4-l
4-l
4-1
3-2
3-2
3-2
2-3

Co-Ree
Drunk Dribblers defeated The
Team 128-50
Double Shots defeated He Mans·
Her Mans 74-37
Kings and Queens defeated Mixed
Nuts 82-38

Beach Girls· Women's VoUeybaU
(Bronze Winner)

·· Muldoons ·Men's Basketball
(Gold Winner)
·.· Phil McHugh (captain)
Mike Alrichs
Pete Sherman
Dan Hein
Ed Vargo
Bob Best
Paul Gartland
Tom Fahey
Mike Keefe
·John Hadden
Vince Carran

Bumbi Brauer (captain)
Jane Bauldauf
Maureen Bauldauf
Karen Funk
Amy Heisel
Lori Hodges
Lisa Kiundieck
Karen Funk
Necha Rodriguez
Amy Zimmerman

Co:Jovobos • Co-Ree VoUeybaU
(Bronze Winaer)
Tim Dwyer (captain)
Chris Beer
Annamarie Carrington .
A.J. Knecht

(513) 777-7967
9356 Cincinnati-Columbus Road
Cincinnati,- Ohio 45241

Jos6 Ortesas

Cuh~v•~--Mutercard

Theresa Wasner
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Cuddly Dudley and
Nastassja make a
fun ~comedy team
BY MIKE O'NEILL

Enttrttlnmtnt Critic
If Unfaithfully Yours is typical of
comedies coming out in 1984, we are
in for a very good season. The movie
is cleverly done with witty dialogue,
striking visual humor and good performances by the cast.
The basic premise for. the story is as
follows. Middle-aged Klaud Eastman
(Dudley Moore) is led_ to believe,
through a series_ of circumstances,
that his young wife (Nastassja Kinski)
is cheating on him. After having a
·talk with his Sicilian (or Italian) valet,
he is convinced that any man who is
so deceived is less than a man to let
the cuckolding go unrevenged;

ponunity to demonstrate this ability.
He duels violins with his imagined·
cuckolder and is nervously agitated as
he exacts his revenge.
-His face is no less expressive, rang-'
ing the whole gamut of emotions
from anger to maniade laughter. Only once does he fall into his Arthur
routine of playing someone -stoned
out of his 'mind, which he does with
well-practiced expenise.

"Piecing Together the Past: the An in
Archeology, •' co-sponsored by the Taft
Museum and the Depaitment of Classics at
the University of Cincinnati, is on display at
-the Taft Museum through April 8.
Only a century ago, little was known
abOut the Bronze Age Culture of the
Aegean Sea. Archaeological expeditions
subsidized by UC professor William ·T.
SCmplc and Louise Taft Semple in the late
1920's uneanhed the tools and weapons of
a civilization- that flourished. ·over three .
·.thousand· years ago. :
Some of the finds of these expeditions are
included in the Taft exhibit. The collection
of Bronze Age culture aitifacts at UC is now ·
- one of the larg~r and . ~<>.te well-knov.:~
, assemblages of its kind in the country.
I.
- ''The White Goddess," shown above, 1
and the "Lyre-Player;'' to the left; are both
. Bronze Age Gree_k pieces from the Palace of
Nestor at. Pylos. _Watercolor reconstruction
is by Piet de Jong.

Taft Museum

Nastassja Kinski, who seems to add
letters to her name with every movie
she makes, plays Moore's. :loving
young wife. Seemingly in. the habit
of doing remakes, she ~ade a better
choice with Unfaithfully Yours than
she did with C111 People. She plays a
st~aight role to Moore's .outrageous
comedy but is charming nonetheless.

He feels obliged to kill diem both,
but since he is not ·the type of man
cut out for murder, Eastman's
The script is well written, and the
schemes are elaborately impractical.
dialogue and mis en s&ene also added
A great deal of amusement arises . to the movie's effectiveness; Musicis :
from his trying to carry them· out.
appropriately incorporated into the film, which is not surprising since the
Moore, of course, is the star of the movie is about an orchstra conductor.
film, playing a wonderfully insecure Unfaithfully Yours is not only
orchestra conductor. He excels at skillfully done, it's funny and it
visual humor and is given ample op- - works.

The Dresser is ·'s·uperb drama'

Quote Price .Quick!
·Tenants-Cycles-Autos·

with impressive thernes,.ac~ing ·. ·.. ·
BY MIKE HALLER

. Entertelnment Critic
. .
Woe to the movie which has
neither beautiful actors norlots of sex
and violence, for it may suffer a silent
dea_th at the box office. But
substitute excellent acting and high
dramatic
for the
goodhave
looksa
and
guns,tension
and you
might
movie that will break even and
perhaps garner some critical acclaim.
Peter Yates' superb drama The
Dresser is such a film.
Tom Counenay stars in the title
role as a person who has the thankless
job of dressing the brilliant but
slightly unhinged Shakespearean actor known only as "Sir." Putting
clothes on Sir is the least of his tasks,
because the famed actor is such a
mental wreck he can't even
remember what play he is about to
perform until he walks on stage and
manages to deliver his lines. The
dresser Norman is a· veritable nanny
for Sir.'
constantiy
sweet
talking him
and
goading
him into
coherence.
Sir, played to perfection by Albert
Finney,complainstoNormanthatheis'burrit out. But when he finally goes
in front of the audience to play King.
Lear, Sir gives a remarkable
performance.
.
..
. After the play, .Sir:tells Norman ip
an awestruck tone that he was not ac-

871-3340

~ud1ence that if ·they- fear for- the~r
h~es they may leave because
the atr

ting the pan of King Lear but that he
had, after playing Lear over. 2000
times, actually become the somewhat
'senile, sometimes wise old king. Sir
has been enslaved by his roles, has
sold his soul· to Shakesneare's tragic
heroes and has, in effect,

ra1d. The people hardly nouce that.
Norman is speaking to them, sug- gesting that they value Shakespeare
more th.an their. o~n sa£.ety.' _
Desp~te the mteresung la_rge-sca.e

and Lear-.
.. Macbeth
This motif of the decline of a great
person is interesting in itself. What ·
makes The Dresser even more/artistically complete is that it· is set in
World War II; England, which wa$,
during the Battle of Britain, in its
finest hour but also at the edge of its.
decline. Just as. Lear and Sir
_sometimes display their erstwhile
magnificence right before they fall
from supremacy'. so too is Britain at
its pinnacle f!f power when it consolidates its diminishing forces 'to
_turn back the Hun:
Not only does The Dresser succeed ·
in comparing Sir to-- King Lear and

between
Str
and Brttam, The
Dresse~ 1s. ·and
fi~st and
foremo~t about the relauonsh1p be,t~
ween Strand Norman. The drama m
th~ film aris~s from ~orman's unrequtted devouon to Str. .
~ -~.
-, .
-~
·sir may make his. pompous spe~ch _ . . · · •.
.· ·•.
-.
abou~ h~w actors .wtll.wage war 'Yith • . · • ..~.. . .
"9uality Printing While You Wait" .·
the dtse1ples of evd, but backstage he · .
-d'':._.,.
.
is a loathso~e, egocent~ic m~'? who ·
· ·
.
~·
.
seldom nouces_ that Norm~n IS the
. . only person who c~res for him.
. . ·-~ !et Tlte alg Red Q Qulc_ lc ~rlnt Ce_nti,r- Help_._·. __ ·~--·-·
The Dresser received five Academy
•Brochures
•Personalized Forms •Postcards .
Award n~minations •. including one .
•Price Llsis
•Business cards
•NCR
__
for best p1cture, and u deserves .ev~ry
C•c~~~:~j~~ •Envelopes , •Letterheads
, •.Color Printing
one of them. C.ounenay and Fmney
Come To You
•Bulletins · •Sales Flyers
•complete
were both nommat~d for best acto~;
•Pamphlets · .·. •Newsletters
•Bindery ~ervlces
Alt~ough Counenay's performance ts
·

~
·deteriorated like Othello,

of

compa~l~ns

Le~r

1

Ill
't

I

--------.,

r-------~-------~--~- . _ .. ARLL~~OUHR PTRINNTIN~--NWEE_.D•'S .

..
1

stro~ger

I1

i1

·

I' ' ·-.BIG_.:·.:.~.-·

-UICKP_-.. R·_I·_·.Nr··.·_ . . I·,.

the two.of
them.the
to England,
_but. of
it . splendid.
is a bit
as
.·n·--·.··. _Q··.··.'··a·also
illustra~es
breakdown
he rangesFinney's
f~om near
catatomc one
culture during a war and how art-and
moment to nervous forgetfulness the .
warareengagedinabattleforcenter
next to magisterial_sagacity a few' .1~.--631·1460
I.
·stage.
-. ·. · .·
·
- seconds later.
'
4574 Montgomery Ad.,-ln Surrey Square
·
A minute before ~h.e cunain ._rises . Ro~;~ald. ~a~ood' was ':laminated
Next to Godfather's Pizza and ac·ross t;om RecOrd Theatre .
for King Lear,. bombs explode iii the
for adapung h1s stage v.erston of The
NorWood, Ohio_ ·:: . -~:: , _ \'i;:~ ;,:
vicinity of tile theatre:. 'J:her~ is talk
Dressert? the screen, and.PeterYates ·
I'
that the plaY. should be cancelled. hi
was no~mated for bes.t-d_trector .. The ...·
_
Ju•t minute•; froin
__.1
a wonderful scene, Norman tells the_ Dresser 1s,a great-mov1e. Grade It A.
•••------•••--•••
•·•-I

1· ·

.

••

'!:>·<,,

cf::t;,u• ..
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Travel

Budweiser hosts free spring b~eak ·activities
meant· to encourage students to stop
and take a rest during long driving·
periods.

BY DOUG MOLL
Enttrttlnment Crtilc

Ahh; the magical ai.Jnt of springtime, when young college stu-.
dents' fancy turns to . . . Florida,
Once in Florida·, spring breakers
that is, for those who can afford it. ' · can visit the Budweiser Welcome
These fortunate few can now .thank
Centers, which will be set up at
Anheuser-Busch, Inc., famous maker
Daytona Beach on AlA North and at
of Budweiser beer, for plunging their
Ft. Walton Beach under the tent at
spring break excursion into depths of Wayside Pack .. Visitors will be
greeted by live or giant-screen video
excitement never reached before. No,
no, no, they are .not going to send
music, a· can-redemption .•center;
you packing. with a half-barrel, as
where · Budweiser _empties can be
. much as. you might lik~ .iL
traded for spring break memorabilia,
· and the message center 'service where
students can call home for three
Those who are Florida-bound will
minutes. Othet events include
find Budweiser-sponsored ':Pit
volleyball and video' game
Stops" along the major highways and
competitions.
once. they get there, they will be
entertained free by a ''superstar card·
The free concert festivities will
of musiC entertainment," according
begin on March 14 at Daytona Beach
to Anheuser-Busch.
with Big Couimy. R.E.M. ·will appear
Sponsored by Budweiser and 'the the following day, and Heart will.
Indiana and Georgia State Tourism perform March 22. At Ft. LauderDepartments, the Pit .Stops will be dale, Mike Love and Dean Torrence
open to all visitors and will provide will perform on March 20, and Heart
free refreshments (coffee, soft drinks, will also perform here on ?\{arch 21.
doughnuts, etc.), tourist information The Go-Go's will appear at Ft.
and spring break activity Walton Beach on April21. Many of
these. concerts· will be broadcast live
information.
on MTV.
The stops will be located ·along
For more information on these ac1-65 in Heniyville, .Indiana, 1-75 in tivities, contact the local Chamber of
Valdosta, Georgia andl-95 in Savan- ·Commerce: Daytona Beacll
nah,· Georgia. They will be open (9041255-0981), Ft. Lauderdale .
March 9-11, 16-18 and 23-25, from (3051462-6000),· Ft. Walton Beach
8:30a.m. t()'S:30 p.m. The stops are (9041244-8191) . .

Rock group Heart will appear ai the Budweiser·sponsored Spring Break beach com;:erts set for March 21- on the
A1A Strip In Ft. Lauderdale and on March 22 at the Budweiser Wel.come Center on A1A North In Daytona. Members
of the group (from left to right) Include: Ann Wilson, Mark .Andes, Howard Leese, Nancy Wilson and Denny
Carma111.
·
,

Footloos·,.,.e·-little dancin_g, les·s plot
ATTENTION
Local Marketing Research Firm· has
has openings for part-time employment.
Good pay, interesting work.··.
Contact Julie Edwards M-F
9:00-4:30 579-1555
Downtown._location ·

BY TIM TROXELL
Entert•lnment Crtilc

Last year, a film called Flash dance
. came along in the spring and "proceeded to become one· of the biggest
· hits of the entire year. I ileve.r really

/

had the desire to see·the film, but as
it got more popular, I somewhat
regretted missing it.
It's on Showtime this month, so I
finally got to watch it. I now realize I
wasn't missing anything. The success
of the· ·film is amazing, and
Hollywood studios are hoping that a
trend is forming.
.
·
Two weeks ago, Footloos.e opened
n'ationally. It's been touted as a male
Flashdance. I will say that the overall
film is more interesting· than
Fh!shdance, but the plot itself is just
as stupid, if not more so.
Kevin Bacon stars as Ren McCor-

~ack, a high school kid from Chicago

• Can lncr.... rudlng epead 2·7 tlrnea
according to difficulty of matarlala.
.
• Ra~n and NCatl mora of wtlat you've r..d.
• New Improved Spaad Raadlna courae d•lgnad for
today'• atudanta, prof...lonaJa and bUaln... paraona.
.

.

.

.

..

.

SPEND

TIME.

TO SAVE

TIME I

!

'

can_ D1J1.. lVIIIIMt
or WIIMIIU
for lltfllll
(513) 821·2288
Come Vlalt Our Center
7718 Reading Road .
Clnclnn1t1, OH 45237
. Claaiea begin first· Week

In M1rch.

. ,_,., H.KtlpiM 8tHIIflttollfltin R._ lfMfMnf

1UT PRI!MIIATION IPICIALIITIIINCI1111
,I

. -

If you're a man who is eigh·
teen or within a month of yo,ur
eighteenth birthday, you should
be registering with Selective Service. To register, just go to any
U,S. Post Office and pick up a·
·registration fonn. Fill out the
form, sign it and hand iuo a
postal clerk. If only takes ·about
five minutes. That's not a lot to
ask for a country as great as ours.

Register. It's quick. It's easy•
And it's the law. ·

f):
Presented as a Public· Service Announcement.

who has just moved to a much
smaller town with his mother. This is
the kind of town that burns books
like Slaughterhouse Five and fires
English teachers who assign them. It's
the kind of town that thinks popular
music should be outlawed.

against her father and his. ·strict
wishes. No real. reasons are given
why, though, and every time there's
a confrontation betw«n the two of '
them, the scene ends abruptly.
In fact, every time there was any
hope of getting to know any of these
characters, the scene would either cut
off and change, or start after the im~
ponant dialogue had taken place. For
instance, when Ren confronts Ariel's·
father at an imponant time, the·
scene begins just ·as they are finished
talking. The audience feels cheated.
Every character in the film,. with
one minor exeption, is onedimensional. Bacon, so good in
Diner, can't rise above the dialogue
(or lack of it) that he is stuck with.
Singer, formerly of T.V.'s Fame, is a
good example of an actress saddled
.with a cardbard character.
Only Lithgow, as the preacher, injects any emotion and provides any
· depth to his part. And it's a compliment to h~ fine acting, because- the
dialogtie he is given is poor as well.

It .just. so happens t~at this town
has outlawed dancing, since it supposedly brings out immoral bahavior;
And it also just so-happens that Ren, ·
The only redeeming aspect of the
is a great dancer who loves to dance.
film is some of the music and danc(A big surprise!) .
ing. Therejustwasn'tenoughofit. If
The "plot" also. attempts to ex- . you've seen the video._ of the very
good title song by Kemiy Loggins on
plore the relationship between the
M-T.V., then you've seen 50 percent
.town's preacher (John .Lithgow) and
of the dancing that takes place in the
his daughter Ariel (Lori Singer). He is
responsible. for the ban on dancing; film.
l think that my biggest complaint
and the entire film revolves ·around ·
with the film, though, is the .inReo's attempts to bring dancing back
credibly stupid and predictable plot.
to the town.
On a scale of 0-10, I'm giving
·Of course, Ariel eventually falls i~
Footloose~ a three, one point more
love with Reo, and vice verSa. In the
th~ I would give Flashdan~e.
·
meantime, though, Ariel rebels
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Has anybody read the 10 !-Central Commandments?

Dean - cut that out.

I swear to God, I'm an atheist.
The Lord works in mysterious ways ... look at XU girls.

Jwr like Pac-man, Colorado. Just like Pac-man.
G'Day -How was the movie or the PPP. ·

Hey, Dynamo, isn't your mouth sore?

My dare wouldn't let me watch it.

If you Jove something lor i~ go .- if it comes back·, its
youn ...
But if it doesn't return, hunr it down and kill it!

And where were yo11 when the lights went out, China?
In the library? I'm sure.
Don't be· a... don't be ... be a doobie!
Met, -Well you finally got your postscripts! Happy Birth· .
day! John
Larry's in the bathroom!!

Nancy and Amy - to the two nicest girls at Xavier.
Thanks for the help on my project. Grearly appreciated.
MKB.
W.W. Shave.ir off. An Admirer
Could you guys stop printing so many STAFF postscripts,
and stan printing more STUDENT postscripts. Your an-·
tics are not amwing and your posrscripts are STALE!

I need a new dNg!
If they gave awards for verbosity, the desk would win.
John, Mike and Fibber, Thank-you! Thank-you! for
quire an unforgettable V.D. piesent! Can we keep him I
Can we huh? huh?
·

The rea5on they're so STALE is because most people
turn them in on Monday or Tuesday - the deadline is
·SUNDAY.
By the way, the sralf·IS made up of.STUDENTS!

Weluv you!!! (Lots!) Karin andJen
Cookie - Do you always oar your fOOd stuffed? Just
wondering. Thanks for a SUPER night. Pink Cham·
pasn• and a Rose - what mote could I want?? Pink
Panther
Keith -'A borde of wine and wild flowers to remember ·
anevenins· LV

Paul, We bare you! Jwt kidding! Alison ond Mary·

·Paul, That was so attractive!! Barbie
To the one who wonts my baby - are you CIA, MIG or
KGB.OC171
.
JAP can watch 20/20.
Pico- Tell me abourrhe ris.: of the little auy.
Diger- Nice tie, where did you get it?
Chris, Violets are blue I Lizards are green I It sure .
would be easier if you were mean.

And now for something completely different ...
All friends of Amy, Carolyn, Jenny, Kathy ,A., Kathy
C., Lynn, Terri and Trida are cordially invited to their
"Oms Dangerously" pany,•on Saturday, "March 3.
Beverages provided!!!
Con1rarularions to Jenny and Terri!! Great job- we're
proud of you!! Love, "the Hudson House·

~·

John - thanx for Indiana." Li
Steve, if you forger how to have fun-1 wish you a lit'
bit of sunshine to brighten your day, pur a smile on your ·
face and a rainbow in your heart! Havea terrific day ...
and SMILE
Todd - Revenge is sweet ..:.. Li ·

Needed:' Ride to Sr. Louis for Spring Break. Call Laurie
between 5:30 and IO:oo·ar 251·5262.

Stuffed dog gets honorary lifesaving degree!!

Happy 21st Binhday, Chuck - Love, Diane

So you want to be a TV repairman - What are you <Iaing at Xavier then?
·

<'

/

Thank you so much for .contributing to the corruption of
a 14-year old's mind: I'm sure my parents would like to
thank you also. May you all wake up with a bar of soap
in your mouth every morning. Sincerely, the only pet·
son on Ed1eclift' who doesn •t ust ''that word''
·To my SHINING star: Please bail me our of this
CUKOO'S NEST! Your boyfriend, Jack
O.K., one moie rime for nostalgia's sake, what did John
Locke write?
·
Hi, Tim. THIS is your berry own postscript!!! Yeah!
Jusr call me Jenny!
When, Jenny, when? ·
And they ld"ur <XICdy 3:05.
S.B., Don't you have better things to do with your iime
than keep track of mine?

Hey Mike, Receive any 8TA" on the computer late·
lyll?
.

Timmy B., Pull up your pants and comb your hair.

Julie, Had any zipper problems lately? Laurie

Holli, it's good to see you've recovered so well. I could
have warned you that Mark carries germs! A good friend

Todd. Friday nighrwasfun /I think you're really neat I
Our your dancing would have been better I If it wasn't
on my feet. Dqnna
Mike - my knuckles are still swollen and may be infected - should I ger a tetanus and/or rabies shot?!
Julie
NfClf- On the elevator!???

What are you doing after class next week? Ladies' drinks
are free at The Blue "loon on Tuesdays.'
John, did you tell ihe wife about Michigan yet?

Hey, Pilar- What else.can you eat peanut butter wit~]

Tim, better luck next with your binhday present.

Petitions available March 1-8 for elections. Pick one up

Cristy, how are. things developing down. in the
darkroom?

Mark L., I wish you'd learn how to behave yourself,
especially in ct ....
"Abraham and Banenrein, When you least expect
it ... watch out! Ishmael"
Run for office. SGA elections coming up March 28·30 ..

involved ... run for office.
Mes. I love you!!! Much happiness on 19- A.P.
DMO - Is with us in spirit happy birthday, Meg,
Love Dana

Meg: Happy BiJihday. Love Ann, Mitch and Rhonda!

007- is that your I.Q.?

Juliet, I hope you solve your ego problem before we go
to .Florida.

LV- Where did you get that baby face? LV
Good Stuff, Maynard!!
Todd- I know the reason you mess up in practiCe is so
I'll show you all the right. moves! Me
Nick - I need to study more often - they say practice
makes perfect. Mimi
Roben, HAPPY BIRTHDAY 2 YOU!! It's youi
"special" day - hope it's great!!
4th Annual New Wave Parry April 14
Muia L..
maybe?"

11

0ne more song... somr:thina country,

New Wave Bash IV, April14, 1984
Ray H.- Don't let rho animali get to you. Love, a cou·
pie of friends.
Bub - Han1 in there (this Postscript has been inter·
. Npted by poor handwriting- sorry, we couldn't read
the rest!) -Car·n
.Pep :... How about another TV panyl
Roben! Thanx much you? Up-down!! Hippie happie
Birfday! Wduv you! Spaz, Leigh and· Fibber

Amoebism: n. an extreme form of hedonism; (This is a
public service message brought to you by a long-haired,
radical closer conservative.)
Sam S. (In case you don't recognize younolf... Hey,
you! The one drawing intestines.) Hi! From your friend·
ly ari rruhor.
·
· ·
Joiri Srudents.Againsr the Hormone Conspiracy!
"JettY E. - Whatcha Doin'? You wanna see my Oscar?
BisDave .- ,
· -'
.
Jerry E. - And then I said ... Rusiy; you stupid dog, get
the ?11°! our of here! Big Dave
- --'·
Mom 112 -.TypO says rharilrs for the catnip. Tony A.

J

• A full-year college physics course,
including laboratories, in 7 weeks.
.
• Ideally sui.ted for pre:.m~~i<;al and other
life science college students.
.,
• Ap_propri(!t~ for most academic majors~
~ Housing available.
• Make your plans now.

·or -

Orner- Good to see you our eveiy now and rhrn. Mrrt
me at 4 a.m. Who else?.

Call the

To Kurt and Fuji- I'm glad we worked our our problem. Don'rlet it happen again next year or nor only will
I say n~ver mind··ro yOu but to everything! This is a
warning: (Just kidding) Love ya bOth.

.

Depa~tment ~f

Physics

(513) 229-2311

---·
The University !!flJayton

Vince - Maybe you should change your major from
Pre-med to chef. A [rie11ti.
sur~

HEN -stopped on rlio fsrlloor lately? Har de hat hart
If men and women belong on separate planers, we get
the eanh.

•

New Wave Party- April.!~- 9 p.m.· 1 a.m.!? Let's
get sick- Mark, Dan, Danny, Sid!!!

The Mwhroom Ambivalents aren't
'
unite or not...

l·told you be'f~re~ ~·re not dlring; we're just casual.

friendshippin1.

An inten.sive summer program
June 18- A'-gust 3, ·1984

,,.7, 15-5:

Cincinnati

Big Brorher.~ You don't.know what ir'silike ... Can't.
1« over ... Sometimes you jwr gorrasay, "What rho ... "
Little Sis
·
·

PHYSICS AT ·UD

Where's" the Weif?
Colleen, which· is furrhor east,
Chicago???? CF · ·

Dear Godmother- Who·asked you? A truck driver.

if they should

300 College Park

Dayton, Ohio 45469-0001

Brenda, Frances and Nyrma - I'm tired of waking up
on the lloor. Karen

Arline- what's the problem? Someone who cares.
BOY ALPO, HEY, NEY, YOU, YOU, GET OFF MY
CLOUD!

Hey, Munch, bring your purple sweats for Wiz" this
weekend!
'
· ·. ·

The pick for tomorrow's volleyball game: XU N~ws wins
n-s; ere,·.
·
·

Chocolate kiSs.. are great bur I'd rather have th< ones
without calories.
TAXI-MD2B-LOOK; YOU GOT A POSTSCRIPT!"
Let's frolic by the Seine next ..With Love, (CBCB)/2

at the information desk. Take the rime ro get

Masten Sp~, Tarvardian and Bro B., The. young
ladies of Xavier really appreciate you :showing us our
rruelor in life. l'ni sure rhe world will be a better place
for it. Now how about a cup of coffee? .. , Subservianrly
Youn.
•

I am the vicar cif...

Robert S. - Hairless legs are sexy! Arms too! What
··
about your chest?! A.C.

I prefer cats, myself. Oh well, dogs are supposed to be
man's best friend- sowhy'd thaflittle mutt bite you?!
Tony A., remember what" happened in "Vacation"?
WAS
Bill F., I got the phone number for the pound! BS

Chris H. - COngrars on your assist record!

JCF (aka "Mr; Prtip") Happie Birfday! To the ultimate
.. PARTY MONSTER! Happie feet!! Dancing• Machine!
Luv, SPAZ, Jenny, Lucie, and Doctor Heyd:

Cookie - where did you Jearn io yawn in rechnicolor!?

Mark A. - What kind of score is a 69?
WEF- "D. Good" wants to know why you threw out
your UDF cup! WAS

BillS. -Get on the phone and ask, Tracy our"2lready!
Bill F.
.

Jamie, 5 WHOLE years o.ld! Happie-happie birfday!!l
Have younoJfthe besresr.oneever!!! 'Spaz,-Timbo,Jen·
ny, and Lucie

Rebecca S., Three silences rhrre are:~ finr of speech,
the second of desire, the third of thought - zob

Chris, Roses are red I Ants are bugs I WOW! you· give I
Fantastic hugs!

Yes, please do. The suspense: is killing me!
Ell How 'bout-that?- .A. Ponche 944. (incognito!!!)
··
·"
Uc's 10 ... Turismo power!!!! ·
To the guy who sirs in the library Mon., Wed. ·and Fri·
day mo~ningi: Here's your darned postscript! Please get .
your homework done BEFqRE class!
. To the Phantom Quark: We miss your poslsctipts! Love,
ED.
.·

Well, she's a sill foot tall St. Bernard rhar likei to trap
people in cars for long periods of riine:..

Congrats to Garfield who gets a gold medal in Olympic
jumping!

11

TO THE CUTE GUY IN MY THEOLOGY CLA.SS: Hi
again! Jwr"thoughrl might ask you if you are even seeinBthese postscripts. 1'!1 give you another hint, O.K.?
O.K., you sit.n~lt rom~ every rime clw meets. Do you.
think you know who l.am yeti·Rtspond via postscripts!!!

Lois, if you promise to get a teal life, "J promise nor to
forget your birthday again,
Tavo and Joaquen - How about that wild Colorado
river? Pretty cold, huh? Next rime we'll "try-the .lake.
Rubia.
Wondra Woman returns

10

Xavier!

We missed the receiving line AGAIN! (for the. second
year)- and I wanted to say, "How do you do?"
So, Roben S., you're always perfectly qualified?
LA- You're right- most guys spend their rime think·
ing (dreaming) about POP!! JD

~ake your. break for less. If you're 18 or older, your
current student I.D., valid driven license and cash
deposit are all you ne_ed to rent from us..Call or stop

by to complete a qualification form. We aiso accept

most major credit cards. You pay for gas and return
the car to the renting location.

Think Ramada will let us come back again nnr year?
Dav~ G. -wasn't that a great ~inner? You think nnt
time. they might cook the meat, though?

Mn. B. -' I'm watching you," sweetheart. Norman
John, It.,... nice being in ihe dark with you!!! C.
Binker for Prez!!

Moana snores, too?!
.Monica, Why are we always the last to leave the
panies?? SS

.,

Available at:

628 Wllnut Street ..-. ·.............. ."..... .":; ................. :·....... IZI.OZOZ
11320 Chelter Rolcl (Marriott IM) ........ ·. ' . ; . ' .. ' . ' ' • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17Z·IOZZ
580 Clndnnaii-Bitavia Pike ................. ' • ' •• ' • ' ........... ' ••••••. 528-5575
5568 Glenway.Avenue ••.••••• , .•.. , ..............- ............ ,........ 451-8100
Greater C~naUAirport ......................... ·........... , ... IOI-ZSS.HS5

·WE GIVE YOU ~TIONAL ATTt;NTION~ ANp TIIAJ'S THE·,TRUTH.·

Student Government Association

ELECTIO.NS '84
• Petitions available March 1 at Information Desk or SGA
office.
·
• Mandatory meeting for candidates, Monday, March 5,
3:00p.m., OKI Room.
• Campaign week ~ March 20 through March 30.
• Elections March 28, 29, 30
·
Positions Available:
SGA President and Vice Presidents
Class President and Vice President
. (Sophomore, Junior, Senior) .
Two Class Repres,13ntatives (Sophomore; Junior, Senior) '
Eight Senate Seats
.
·
. Residence Hall Council President and Vice President" .
Commuter Council President and Vice President
Edgecliff Co!,Jncil President and Vice President

Rate available from
noon Friday, March 9 to
· rioon Monday, March
19; 7-day minimum·
during spring. break.

Non-discountable ratf!

..

. applies 'tu this. or similar-size., car

· and is subject to change wilhuu/ nulice.
Specific curs subject to Uilui/ubi/i(l".

